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• VALPARAISO, CHILI, BADLY
1 DENVER ROBBED OF RIGHTS,
THE SEWERAGE DON'T LIKE
WRECKED BY EARTHQUAKE SYSTEM NO, 2
•
SUPREME COURT APPROVES
IWSVRES1
.017—
"THE MEAGER REPORTS INDICATE A SITUATION THAT MAY BE
MANNER OF PAYING THERE. CAMPAIGNSE WAGED AGAINST PLOT UNFOILED BY WICH FRANCHISEE
WERE WRESTED
AS SERIOUS AS THE RECENT DISASTER IN SAN FRANCISFROM THE PEOPLE IN THE GUISE OF AN
FOR
FIXED
BY
JOINT
ELECTION—
UNITED STATES INCO—THE DAMAGED TOWN IS THE MOST IMPORTANT COMFRAUDS OF THE BALLOT IMPROVED UPON
TO
STEAL
DUSTRIES.
MERCIAL POINT ON THE W•ii,STERN COAST Oss SOUrEl
Cl;FICS.8
AMERICA.
44
HAVE BEEN STOLEN.
Property Owners to Be Liable Per Europeon Visitors Say Recent DisSuperficial Feet Only After
New York. Aug. 17.—Thie City of Ahem Victoria and the National The* * 5 * • *
closures in Business World Are
*
• • *
*
• *
• • •
*
•
Nalparaiso. Chili, is reported badly ater.
Work Is Done.
Harm.
Doing
in
To the northwest of this city,
itamaged by earthquake. One report
tit TRAMWWAY
COMPANY.—Twenty-year extension of present •
received here is that the situation in the quarter of the city known as the
franchise,
with
blanket provision for sole right to every street
Valparaiso will be as serious as the puerto (or port), in which are situin the city. Promises nothing but 116o,000 a
The two board of the council held
New
York,
Aug.
17.—The
year to the imcrush
pubof
number
the
greater
of
the
ated
disaster.
San Francisco
a joint session at the city hall last ieturning European travel has set
provement of parks, by which it would benefit mostly
in,
through
Practically every building in the city lic buildings and the various ware- evening. The meeting
increased traffic.
was subject and every
arriving
steamer
is „
is damaged and there are fires in houses which line the quays and ta a call made by Mayor
Yeiser cowded to its capacity with home- s GAS COMPANY—Twenty-year extension of franchise. beginning
dockis In this portion of the city,
ilifferent parts of the city.
1914. Abrogation of contract by which part of the
yesterday and for the purpose of de- coming Americans. All bring back „
streets
narrow
however,
crooked
and
killed
city's pay- •
Many persons are reported
ment for lights was to be credited to the cost of
ciding
upon
how
the
proposed
addia story of the harmful effect in ,
are mill a feature, but the newer seca plant to •
and wounded.
become municipally owned. Transfer of all these credits to
tional or No. 2 sewerage system Is to Europe of the recent discussion and ,
the
One report which reached the city tions of Valparaiso have an attracthe
be
paid
for.
company. Ten-year contract for public lights.
There
were
sixteen
and disclosures in our business ,
said that poetionisiof .Valparaiso were tive, modern appearance, the buildings
members of the two boards present, world. The foreign press made much ,
•
burning all night, and that the bodies of the business streets being massive* • • is • • • • •
the absentees being Messrs. Palmer of this material in a campaign against
• • •
S•
• • • •
of hundreds; of its residents were ly built.
and Chamberlin of the aldermanic American products In favor of their!
buried in the rains of the buildings.
Important Points.
Denver, Colo., Aug, '17.—How
Upon the scant hope of a suit in
hoard, and 'Messrs Hersog and Bar- home industries.
The earthquake had interrupted CaI$5o,000,000
worth of fianchises were! the federal court the
moruments
Valpain
the
'Among
advocates of
nett,
councilmanic
of
board.
the
Inquiry here indicates that while stolen, aod how the supreme court'
ble facilities to lower South Ameri- paiso are those to Columbus, Wheelinunic pal ownership base their fight
Mayor
presided
'invitation
Yeiser
on
recommunication
is
the
announcements
first
and
resulted
points
can
in saves them to the thieves, is the latest! to make the
wright (who established steam navi- of the boards.
thieves disgorge.
an almost total cancellation of orders, chapter in the shameful story of cotstricted to the route via Lisbon.
gation
coast),
Civilian
on
Admiral
the
There,wasan hour's d scussion of that a more normal condition has reAnother report from Valparaiso is
poration control of the city and state t ARRESTS FOR PERJURY
Pratt and Thomas Cochran, organizer the business in hand, that of fixing a
turned, and that now most houses are . Upon the extent to which the peothat the loss of life has not been
navy.
Chilian
fthe
o
ORDERED BY JUDGE
say for paying for the propsed exporting up to their former figures.
l
confirmed. Fires are burning in vaple will resent the encroachment up•e
academic and sewers, and while there were several
various
city
has
The
Denver,
slug.
17.—Emphatically
The beef trade, which was most in- on the r rights depends the future '
rious parts of the city.
collegiate institutions, a naval school suggestions as to the best or easiest
denouncing
the
testimony
of emjuriously affected, has so far recov- history of the state.
Leading City.
for marines, museum of natural his- way of letting the property owners
ployes of the Denver Gas and Eleccred
that
the
exports
now
are
but
Denver has a new charter which I tric
Co., summoned as witnesses reValparatios is a fortified seaport'(4! tory, hydrographic bureau, etc. ,and settle for the work there was nothing :5 per cent. below normal,
though framed by the corporations, ; garding
establishments
comprise
industrial
its
comimportant
bogus tax receipts tkiey had
decisive until it was agreed that the
Chile and the most
The
peculiar situation is revealed was landed as a weapon of defense
received from the r superiors, Judgs
mercial town of the western coast foundries, railroads and machine ony way wh•ch could be adopted that though in the packing-house
exagainst grafting councils. The people / ISindsey
from the bench during the
of South America. It has a popula- shops, sugar refineries, breweries, dis- was to let the contractor collect for posures the quality of the beef
was are supposed to deal with the cotfranchise election inquiry
tion of about i5o.ouo. it is the capi- tilleries, large bottling works and fac- the work direct, upon its conclusion, assailed the orders have practically
openly
porations direct when franchises are 1
charged H. F. Albert and Chas. H.
tal of a province or the same name tories of all kinds. Elevators connect frsm the owners of all property fac- been restored, whereas
.n the petrol- involved. The charter provides that
and is situated on a large bay in the the lower parts of the city with the ing and abutting upon the system
eum business, the quality of which before any franchise can be granted! Fenton of the gas company with com•
heights.
section
villa
on
the
west-northPacific Ocean. 75 miles
mon perjury and instructed Dist
by superficial feet. the contractor to has not been questioned in America,
, it shall be submitted to an election i Atty.
The port of Valparaiso is the termwest of Santiago, with which it is
Etidger, who was in the court
until there has been a most marked
property
upon
lein
the
have
a
reduc- i The joker in the provision is the limit
inus of important lines of steamers
connected by rail.
room, to fileinformatons
against
the indebtedness is settled. There lion in the export trade, where
Europe
by
of
60
way of the Straits
upon suffrage.
Upon a franchise them in the criminal
The Bay of Valparaiso, which is for
court.
number of per cent. of the entire petroleum
estimate
the
was
no
of
pro-!question only taxpaying c tizens are
well sheltered on three sides, is bound- Magellan and Panama. and is the cen- feet of sewers which the additIon
Up to date ro employes of the gas
duction of the United States goes. • given a voice.
ed by ranges of hills rising to from ter of the South America coasting would make nor as to the probable
company have testified they voted for
The Russians, Germans, Roumanians
"This limits the consideration td
T.6o to t.700 feet bigh, on the slopes services.
with bogus tax
09 I
It contains a numerous foreign cost of construction, these points of and Gal ciana. who are the formid- 1 the 'stable portion of the community,' the 20-years franchise
of which a conaiderable portion of tlie
officials of
by
them
given
receipts
future
the
being
conplans
left
for
colonies. composed chiefly of British
able competitors of the American I announced the framers of the section
City of Valparaiso is built.
company.
the
the
award
vote
sideration.
The
to
German and French merchants There
petsoleum industry, have used the . whch cut off from any voice those
Large Suburbs.
is a custom-house wharf .alongside of contract upon the plan agreed upon European press attacks to their great t who pay seven-tenths of all Denver's
•
unanimous, Mayor Yetser asking advafttage. With
On the south side of the bay are which steamers of ordinary tonnage
the largely accumu- public service charges.
privilege of adding his vote hoed stocks due to the
for
the
MaleNuevo,
loading
suburbs
is
moor.
of
can
but
the
of
most
the spacious
•
many new oil , The provision was loosely drawn
corn and Gran Avenida, from whkh done by the lighters from a quay stir- to that of the two boards. An ordin- fields found in Kansas and Indian purposely, it is beived.
Election
4
pass out one of the finest thorough- rounding the town. The harbor is ance was ordered drawn to conform Territory and the rapidly developing officials adopted a curbstone Snterpreagreement.
to
the
fares of Valparaiso ,the Avenida de las defended by modern well-mounted
petroleum industries of other coun•.tation of the law, ruling that, s:nce
The joint board adjourned after tries, which' have
Delicias. The lower central aection batteries.
the advantage of the regular registration list did not
Severe storm and a Hal wave at settling this much of the work in greater
of die city is constituted by the Alproximity
to
consum- identify taxpayers, the possession of
wiendral, having regular and attrac- Valparaiso June in. rfloo, wrecked the hand until Monday afternoon, when mg centers, as well as that of cheap- a tan receipt should be the ticket of
PARTIES
TO
TALK
COAL
tive streets and containing the prin- railroad and did great damage to the they will conslider the ordnance er labor, a serious injury to the admission to the franchise farcee.
which will then be presented for American
cipal business houses, the park, the city.
OPERATORS
products has resulted. Ons;
AND
RAILFlogged Into Line.
adoption and which will contain the
American oil company which made
ROAD TRAFFIC MEN.
plan as adopted last night for paying application to
vigorous
A
fight against the frana foreign government;
DEATH OF ED IiINGLERT. for the sewers. It is exPected that
chise conspiracy was made by the
for permission to erect a storage
Engineer Alvord, of Chicago, who plant
to receive bulk American pe- 1 Municipal Owership league. led ,by
No Differences Were to Be Settled
Succumbed Yesterday Morning to the made the plans for the sewers, rill troleurni
U. S. Sen. Patterson.
was refused by the author- I
also be In attendance upon this meet- ities
The
machine
was
busy. Every inon the claim that President
but Just Understanding to
Flell White Plague.
iii.' as this meeting has also been Rooseve:tls
message to congress had fiuence of state, county and city
Be Had.
fixed for the receiving and opening of discredited the
quality of American officials was, thrown in its favor.•
Mr. Ed Englert, a prom:nent
bids to do the sewerage work.
T'Every indirect pressure of banks upon'
petroleum.
S
Central machinist, died at 3
The council will meet
Monday
business men was used. The whole
i
SUCCUMBED TO DISEASE AND
o'clock yesterday morning at the resi- night to first ratify as an individual
There was a comfab between coal
system of finance and business was
THE
DEATH
VERDICT.
SURGICAL OPERATION IN
I
dence of his brother-in-law, Mr. John board the actions of the joint body
arrayed against the men and women dealers who do business on this
Trantham, 713 South Tenth street. of ''he aldermen will likely hold an exMEMPHIS.
Is 1:8eharned Against Mrs. Brough- who desired to save the city's birth- market and officials of the railroads
tuberculosis, after an illness lasting tra session Tuesday to take action
eight and not bind its future aga.nst which handle their supplies at The
ton's Murderer at Barbourover two years, aged 31 years.
and hasten the work along.
sossible public ownership of
itt Palmer yesterday. The purpose of the
villa, Ky.
His
health
began
confab was to come to a business
to
fa:I
him
two
utilities.
Lived in Jackson, Tenn.. But Often
years ago and he was forced to quit
Barbourville, Ky., Aug. 17.—Jamer
WELL KNOWN MEN DIE.
lunderstanding as to what the operPacking the Tax List.
Visited Paducah sad Was Soon
work at the Illinois Central shops and
Fitzgerald, the negro who confessed
In spite of its advantage the ma- ators shall pay for hauling their coal
go west. He was little benefited by Dawson Springs Hotel Man
and to the murder of
Mrs. Robert
to Wed Lady Here.
chine staggered. Convasses showed and to have the 'railroads furnish
the trip and returned home several
Lroughtort. was found guilty last
that 2,000 more votes wou'd be the best facilities for suppying the
Louisville Official the Victim's..
months ago. Since that time he had
night by the Whitley county jury
trade: there were no differences of
needed than it could figure on.
bees
growing
after
rapid:y
they
any
kind to adjust. The confab is
had
worse
deliberated
:ess
until
than
A tax receipt decision by the court
Yesterday morning about 8 o'clock,
Yesterday, at his hotel, the Arcadia,
death relieved his suffereing this
an
said
hour.
to have resulted, mnst ban,
The
returned
jurors
a
death
,
3
f
way.
made
appeals
a
in Dawson, Mr.
T. Holman died
- at the hospital in Memphis, where he morning.
verdict. On the first ballot the vote' On the day before the election, the factorily to all concerned.
from
the
effects
of
a
stroke
of
paralyhad been taken to he operated upon
Mr. Englert leaves one daughter. sis.
was nine to three for the death vet- city tax receiver's books were turned
The radrovi company was repre
The deceased had been in the
Dr. George D. Hamilton, of Jackson. Mary Englert. 6 years old; two
hotel business at Dawson fos a num- diet. On the second and last ballot over to the machine. Gas and tram- sented by the following officials: 0
Tenn., expired from the effects of his brothers, 'Messrs. George Eichborn, ber of years and was widely known al' voted for it.
!way clerks worked all night making S. Ke:th, Chicago, general superinThe verdict was not expected until "stable" citizens in the "redlight'
. tendent of transportation; A. H.
disease and the operation. Dr. Hans- of Mound City. Ill., and William in Paducah and el-ewhere. He left a
Englert, of Paducah; and one sister.
tomorrow. but a large crowd Bath- / district out of disreputable women Egan, superintendent; F. L. Thornodaughter and two sons.
suffered from gall stones, and Mr.. John
.
Trantham. of Paducah.
Spaldng Coleman, a member of the ered as soon as it was announced that and their depraved male pens oners, son, roadmasters J. L. James, trainIll, not appendicitis, a. was first under- His wife died of tuberculosis three
had
thc:
jury
agreed.
However,
the
and ef criminals. Relatives of publ;c master; L. E. McCabe, trainmaster:
board of works of Louisvil‘e and an
stood and stated in the Register yes- years ago.
esteemed and popular citizen, died verdict was not given to the expect- utility employes were also pressed W. G Waggener. supervisor; F. N.
terday.
The funeral will be conducturfrom
suddenly yesterday of heart disease ant crowd in the court-room until the into service as made-to-order taxi North, chief dispatcher,- Master MeDr. Hamilton was aged 35 years St. Frances de Sales church Sunday.
lie was stricken while in the office prisoner had been taken back to h ; I payers.
chanic R. J. Turnbull, Louieville and
and- one of Jackson's most esteemed
More than 2,000 tax receipts 1 Paducah distr ct; J. Henry Scheuing,
f the board of works, where he had cell. The militia stands guard.
and prominent citizens. His death has TO ABATE
Fitzgerald seems ind ffcrent to his! were issued over the rubber stamp 1 superintendent of the Nashville diviNUISANCE just arrived te look
THE
after some duties,
cast a drop gloom over the entire per,
Sentence will not be formally fI signature of the tax receiver. who / ston; H. C. McCourt, superintendeitt
fate.
and
died
before medical attent/on
pte of the place, and falls
severe Board of Health to Investigate the
passed
for three days. Then he will i was at home 11. His deputies I of Southern lines Illinois Central.
uld be called. The deceased was
affliction upon an aged mother and
be
taken
to Stanford to await execu- I turned the trick. He afterwards V The coal operators were as folthirty eight years of age.
He was
Cross Creek Complaint.
aunt with whom he made his home.
lion.
died of shame that his oTfice had lows: F. M. Fisher, Brack Owen,
ersonally
known
to
many
PacluDr. Hamilton had for several
2,
Annie Henson. Fitzgerald's alleged
been so used..
William Eades, city; M. Atkinsimil
cahans.
The
board
of
health
has
-to
decided
Nere'. ank nths been a frequent visitor to
accomplice, will be tried today by a / These tax receipts as badges of Louisville; W. S. Simmons. MemPaducah
He was paying attention trke hold of the "Cross Creek nuisWhitley county jury. It is believed solid citizenship were paradoxes. rhis; R. Morgan, Louisville; W. S.
to one of the city's fairest ladies, sad. ance" ana find out the cause of the BREWERY UNDER
that'
Fitzgerald will take the stand They indicated payments of from 4 Elgin, Nortonville; C. M. Martin,
INDICTMENT.
though there had been no announce- creek being a nuisance if this be
and clear her.
to 40 cents on real estate—fractions Greenville; W. D. McElhaney, Cenpossible.
The
to
board
prepared
has
ment of the betrothal, it was well us!of
lots IN remote subdivisions.
Charged
That
Beer
tral City. The.; coal companes repreWas Shipped
derstood by their friends that tlfey place the so:ution in the hands of a
SUED ON THEIR BONDS.
deeds were ever made for the sented are Nortonville Coal company;
No
Into
Local
Option
Territofk.
plumber
with
authority to examine
-were to be married ere the year was
1 lots. They stood in the hands of a St. •Bernard company; Duncan cootCincinnati. Ohio, Aug. 17—The
•
much older. This lady, who shall be the drains of the residences contiguEffort to Recover from
Saloon teal estate company, which, on the VV:
r(fT11)3,15
rc,11
Weidemann
Brewing
Company.
of
•
nem:elegy here, was called to She doe ous to the creek and see if much of
Keepers Who Forfeited.
rack, could dive no reason why 2,00C Memphis Tenn., and Central City
•
tor's bedside soom after the operation, the fault does not lie here, as is Newport, is indictedl twenty-one times
in bills returned by the Boone county,
The city has fi'ed two suits to re- 'people should so generously pay Coal company.
his condition being then regarded is suspected. The council will be asked
The buyers of coal will find especial
precarious. Escorted by her mother, to handle the matter and furnish Kentucky, grand jury. It is charged cover on the bonds of two saloon [taxes on its property.
that the brewery shipped beer into the keepers who forfeited their license In
These tax receipts "won" the day. interest in th'is meeting as it has for
she responded and was with him, at proper relief aft soon as the trite
county despite the local option laws, selling liquors on Sunday.
The / and have, seemingly, settled all fran- one promise full siippl ee of fuel and
ts death, and last evening accom- fault is discovered.
witich prohibit the traffic ok,alcoholic parties named in the suits are J. D.'chi;se problems ,for this city for two no famines during the winter if the
panied his remains to his late home
The board has wearied of the conor malt liquors. At the office of the 'Overstreet and L. A. Morgan and decades. The supreme court has done handlers and the roads can avoid such
and will remain tintfl after the burial. stant complaint about the creek and
.•••••—••••••
brewery it was said that no beer had their bondsmen, and the amount of the rest.
an annoyance.
wtlich is to occur this afternoon at has determined to end the complaint
been shipped into Boone county, and the judgment asked is the amount
Ily a series of decisnns in which all
2:3o o'clock.
•
if 'it be possible. The means, or solu- that tbe_indictment papers
had not of the bond, which is lh,000. The / preeedeat—even. the. lawyers claim, --sflunters say the woods of Illinois
Mary friendie there of Dr. Hamilton tion has doubtless been adopted, for
been 'served.
suite' were filed by City Solicitor the constitution of the state—was set are well filled with squirrels The
and tbose so deeply saddened by his formerly there was ,no such corn=MENU.
Campbell. per the instructions of aside and every attempt blocked to few hickory nut trees which contain
death will extend nitost earnest sym- paint of the creek as has been heard
-s-It 'didn't rain yesterday and the Mayoi Yeisett and the trials come'open the ballot boxes and investigate nuts are crowded with. squirrels. lcpahty to tbs distressed.
the past two years.
was quite a pleasant one.
before the circuit court next month. ; the frauds.
cording to what the hunters say.

.vas

A FRIENDLY
CONFAB HELD

DR. HAMILTON
DIED YESTERDAY

111ton

a,a

I
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•

s
'

•

•

SECRETARY SHAW
TREAS1111WI

MOW

SWILL

NOTES, AND NO FRACTIONAL CURRENCY.

face •f the rani amid a MISS et
shattered shone,.
Leavitt% tile grout *time isa
1.seissisierifs to which he anel
ematradc whit itillietikw *olub6PciAllg;
Me **miss taught but liaised losseiams heal the start Thorough
it, •Iispidit Wrought a irageseat Imre.
ia hoeSlempitag, sitorelipad, t mielle-tgpevrsiiing, penmanship, car.
We.%
e.
teedassct of all officers, teasirers unit
s academy lie NPR Liven Vhe
At
Vehoblo *met Methodist.
rimiesiepf, walla& commanal law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, ptc„
*pinion ef ost• o ishe professors tiaat
Dr. J. W. liiackcari, presiding I pupils is very much desire& gene
for beautiful new catalog.
it isticlit he a 'meteor but P 0b46bler elder of the district., will preach Sim- and 'bating print frionds. Illoturnsinicas
wasn't. Final verdict will tie nes- day, forenotia and evening, at reign- service at to:45. and all members elf
deaed later.
bar hours, at the Trimble street , the olturch are urged I. attend, as ;eV
Methodist obstrch. The pubic is in- will ford a cordial welconte.. Other
ENERCTED 'rites( to be present.
anstoundenseste will Ite 'made at the
MORE TROUBLE
morning hour.
Brownsville Citizens Will Net Allow
an
Meech.
Vara Presbyteri
Cumberland Presbyterian Cleureli.
black Troops to Leave Barracks.
At the Fight Presloy4eria4 there wilt,
S. H. Basmajian, formerly at
'Rev.
totn.
a.
g:80
at
school
be Sunday
spec?al
ople, now at Atlanta, lila.,
sy.—ff
Aug.
Tex..
Constantin
lionston,
marrow. Na cbarch services are ani, ;,•11 will preach Sunday morning in tee
Seem Brownsville. Tax., says lursiter bounce&
Cumberland Presbyterian Ohara,,
wouble is feared there with the negro
and
will deliver a lecture at night on
troops. A citizens' guard of 4.5o men
First Baptist Church.
the Cross."
MONEY LOAM. ON ALL VALUABLES
is stationed along the road between
Rev. J. S. Snyder, of Trenton. Ky., "The Crescent Against
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
this city and Fort Brown, and f the will preach at the First Baptist church . During the service he will sing in
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Rev.r's Silverweare, such as Knives
negro soldiers attempt to leave the Sunday forenorm and also in the even- English and in his native languages.
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BAROMNS in Nigh Grade Watches—Hamilton
garrisoa it is the avowed purpose of Mg. Rev. T. T. Marlin will preach in ;
—
Church.
Christian
First
Bad, B. W. Raymond—one batf price.
and
Fnur juin- the afternoon at 3 o'clock. .
shoilt droarn
I
_
Greenville,
,of
Holsapple
W.
J.
Rev.
received, nice lot of Dree•ie Is, odd sires and 6-size Watches. 511
Just
to
sold
were
dred Winchester rifhes
ci I BROADWAY.
visit
a
from
returning
is
who
Tex..
dollar's for ten days.
on
cents
...
The German Evangelical.
citizens yesterday. The report that
Kentucky. will
Rant to Lang's drug store.
in
place.
the
mother
forget
his
to
Don't
The German Evangelical Church
the officers of the garrison are thempreacif at the First Christian Church
selves afraid of the negro troops has will have Sunday school at 930
Sunday morning and evening.
the
determined the citizens to take nr o'clock a. ms English service in
chance. Many people are leaving morning at 10:30 o'clock, with serv—
Apple Cake.
their homes on the side of the city ice bOitev. Wulfman. of Springfield.
Place a thin layer of short pastry
at
7:40
at
services
Regtilar
apOhio.
rear Fort Brown. An additiona'
on a round bakingp tin, pinch up the
peal is being made to Gov. Lanham night.
edge round the cake. Peel and cut
to send state troops. Busness is enin two some large app'es carefully
Broadway Methodist Church.
tirely suspended in the city.
take out the core, and slice them,
will
pastor,
.the
Newell
Mir.
Rev.
It is reported that the Texas
arrange in circles round the pasthen
National Guard troops, now attend- preach Sunday morning at the Broad- tty, one sl'ce overlapping the other.
the
on
subject,
Church
ing the maneuvers at Camp Mabry, way Methodist
Sprinkle with gound cinnamon and
are clamoring to be sent to Browns- "Who Shall Deliver Us From These sugar. and bake for three-quarters of
preach
will
He
ville. Sensational rumors have in-. Accursed Things?"
When
an hour in a steady oven.
will announce
fiamell the militamen, and it is now also at night. but
more
sift
pieces,
into
divide
cold
services.
forenoon
believed that the negro raiders reap- subject at his
:tigar over, and serve.
mitted the recent acts in Brownsville
Tenth Street Christian Church.
in retaliation., of the reported intenIt is better to believe in all :Sings
the Tenth Street Christian
At
tion of the Texas militiamen to use
school
everybody than to know nobody
and
Bible
Church tomorrow the
ball cartridges in the event of the
at- can be trusted.
full
A
o'clock.
9:30
at
convenes
United States permitting the negro
troops to participate in the Camp
Mabry maneuvers.
WMILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
Adjt. Gen. Humn considers . it unwise to send state troops to BrowrsTHE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.

ii&SINESS COLLEGE

Atthe Churches

PADUCAH CENTRAL

Money Fandate Is

Threatened, but

Business bitterest' of Cmintry

306 BROALWAT

TNT MINUS COLLEGIE
.111,4•11...•••••

Will Ntet Suffer.

Washington, D. O., Ante. 17.—A
large New York national bank recently applied t• the national treasury
'fur $.20,•o• in one and two-dollar certificates and offered in exchange two
$to.000 gold certificate's. The bank
did not get the small notes ,because
the treastwy did not have them to
T (Min
spare. Airdentamrs fr—T;
excess of 400 Or 500 lots are being refused.

Within the next few months the
treasury will be unable to add to the
volume of one, two and five-dollar
certificates. and a money famine of
more or less serious'consequences will
follow. Secretary Shaw says he will
be unable to furnish much relief until
conspress enacts a law authorizing him
of
To issue more silver certificates
small denominations, or providing
sonic other mean.; of increasing the
volume ef circulating money.
When Pinch Will Come.
Wthen the crop movement gets tinder full swing the pinch will be felt.
The activity of the fall trade, followed by the Christmas season will bring
the real crisis, for it is now certain
that the last additional dollar which
the government can issue will be exthansted long before that period arrives. The treasury now holds $6,044.967. which represents the amount
available for increasing the present
volume of one. two and five-dollar
bills. in circulation. When that money
is gone Secretary Shaw will be put to
hard straits to find means of providing more small lbisl for the business of the country.
Secretary Shaw was asked today
what he would do when the last of
this reserve had been dissipated. He
replied that he would then endeavor
to have the olders of the five -dollar
certificate v send them to Washington
for redemption, as for each five-dollar note he will have five ones strnrk
off, thereby adkling to the number of
notes without increasing the total
amount outstanding.

The Only Licensed

ichael Pawnbroker

WINDOW
PHANE...
TheModern Window Decoration

STOPPED WORK EVERYWHERE
Cumberland Telephone Company Is
Putting Up a Fight in
Louisiana.

Have You
Started?

Baton Rouge. La.. Aug. t7.—From
one end of Louisiana to the other 1,,
11
the Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph company has stopped work on
the construction of their new Ines
and the improvements that are being
made a various points.
In Baton Rouge, where the* comhas been engaged for the past
pany
Aldrich.
Killed by
months in constructing a new
several
Last winter ,Secretary Shaw asked
rewiring the whole city
exchange
congress to pas; a law authorizing
in a new system, work
putting
the issuance bf five and ten-dollar and stopped and the men will scatter
was
gold certificates. The house passed
to different parts.
did
Aldrich
Senator
hut
such a hill,
This order from the Cumberland
not approve of the idea and the meas- Telephone company to stop work
ure died in the senate committee on
comes because that corporation does
finance. Had it become a law the
not like the order issued by the Loutreasury could have converted any
isiana commission at its last session
part of $t5o.000.noo into gold certif- directing a reducting of TO per cent
icates of small denominations, for it in the toll line service.
has that amount of gold on hand. ToIt is considered by officials at the
day a Washington banker sent a
capital as an effort to bluff the commessenger t• the cashier at the treas- miscion. and the outcome will be
ury department with a request for
watched with a great amount of inter
Szon worth of dimes. The messenger est.
was sent heelk5 without a single dime.
but was told that next week he could
TECHNICAL DENIAL
get a few. This shows how short the
government is in fractional currency
Of Report That Stoessel Has Been
afso.
Condemned Comes From St.
To supply the demands an the nine
Petersburg.
sub-treasuries and the four mints the
government has only a trifle more
St. Petersburg. Aug. t7.—The Ofthan $5.000.000 worth of dimes, quarMessenger yesterday printed a
ficial
ters and halves. This stock will not
of the announcement that the
denial
last long. But before the business
n had returned, indictcommissio
Ropp
interests of the country suffer relief
Jlentenant. Gener.1
against.
ments.
will he at hand. as the bullion being
BY USING 'FOSE
the commander o fthe RusStoessel.
purchased) will soon he coined.
LieutenArthur;
Port
at
farces
sian
ant General Fork. who commanded
METEOR IN OYSTER BED. the Fotirt; East Siberian division at
Port Arthur. and other's. The OfCelestial Visitor Dug Up by Fisher- ficial Messenger says it is the duty of
the entrrnIssion sdninly to present the
men Welgits 300ii Founds,
results of investilvition. upon which
the indictments will he based.
Philadelphia. Aug. 17—Fishermen
The denial is more techincal than
who find meteors are regarded as kin real. as 'the conclusions of the comto sailors who see sea serpent; .and mission under the regulations necessitherefore it behooves them to carry tate indictment on the lines pubthe geods with •them, as did J. L. lished.
North. a stalwart New Jersey oysterman.
People who have the grumbling
North came to this city and stopped habit can convert a siinshiny day into
at the North American office on his a cheerless one.
t3=131UnettIntaCninnittrk.:ta
way to the Academy of Natural Sciwishes were horses most of us
.-Wf
fWã
bark
ence: arid"wi
would still he sighing for aittermnwhereby hangs a talc nut of the ordi- bileis
nary.
A persevering chap is North, and Excursion Rattes Via. the Southern
be has been dig-gin:j in th,, oyster beds
Railway ?rem Louisville.
at Sewell, near Cape May. these three
ntnntlis indi more for thi: weighty
Denver. Colorado Sprngs and Puastral body, which is big as a cart
Col.—$16.00 On sale daily to
ebla.
Tvs
nounds.
wheel and weighs 3ono
of
W. Siptember 'loth. with return limit
andh his fellow oysterman. N
list.
October
on
Smut/ saw it from start to finish
its flight on the night of April 20,
On sale
Ashville, N. C.-4(5.95.
Thking a luminous course in what
returning
good
round,
year
natiticallv described as a nor'-nor'- daily the
according to their oft-repented story. within six
nor'enst-hy-north direction. North and
Lew flemeseekers Rates to many
South sa wtbe meteor drn ntito the
sea -covered oyster beds with a roar points- 4the southwest. west and
and
and a sizzle that indicated the Gloom paints in the seuhteast, west
'Tuestird
and
first
on
eoutitewst
of thousands of bivalves.
Novem. Thousands of people ire that sec- days of each month, June to
ftnei of Terser alw the flight of the ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets
meteor that night. htit it appears that
South
North and South alone saw the his:- etc., call on atw agents of eke
•
,
address,
or
Railway
ern
ing finish Of the 'brilliant hea-venly
Tim Ea
s
-„T. P./A.,i
. LOGAN,
J.P
body.
liderWOOd
The fisermen hive been tireless in( Main street, Lexington. Ky.
C. IC MUMERFORD, W. P. A
s,•arching the beds, those of Charles
Ky
eat BROADWAY. NEW YOt;.K.
roteri and Steele tee, and it w.ls 23/ Fourth avenue, Louisville,
J. C. SEAN, JR., A. G. F. A., St.
ZY.
only the other Amy that they found
MANN AND FOURTH STREET. LOUISVILLE,
the meteitr tea 0 !Wow the stir. Iteuia, Me•

IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW Ole
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LaIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATIii
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THEI
MCNIT BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAVI
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

7777777 77

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent Qn deposits. We invite
small accounts.

Mechnic's and Farrrars
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway

6t1 THROIJOH

YOUR CORRESPOND ACE

C. 0. Leo, 315 Bviav
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCL[CO
yoti
Neat be Rematch" Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can a aye
UM
All
WANT
WE
ex:hange.
in
wheel
old
your
stoney, and tape
L/M/P1410 NIPIIIIIMPR OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
everyRemember this is the cheapest house in tows on Ilicyles and
Hinted
thing for biereles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel.
machinists in our repair shop. AM work guaranteed.

Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.

"UND[RWOOD"
TYPRIIER
4Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

rlypewriter Co.,

is a torAs we are in the midst ef hot .weather and mieeping
we have
s
moonlight
teautikil
thew
and
time,
present
ture at the
4th.
at present. Come one come all .and beer his musc at 6o6 S.
but
S.
U.
of
Machin., not only
tallsiag
only
the
by
et., produced
mashines
of the world. The Victor and tC• Tenophone talking
well as tbe
as
poor
the
of
reach
the
within
put
etoo
to
from Ste
the
wealthy. Remember that these washines Sr.

the World
Leading Machine of
in.
tin. 35c, to in. 60c.
Remember my records for sale are

12

Sa.00,
We have high class operatic records born et.00,
Addalena
$5.es. All the latest leading opera singers from
Gazorz and
and
Sourate
and
Caraaso
h,
Sasembric
Patti, Mraciolla
will play any
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I
perfect .We
is
it
that
eaves
sou
so
it,
g
purchasin
piece before
machine is
Every
reverie..
don't sell second hand machines er
don't give
We
new.
and
raciest
is
reeord
guarantee
stock of
full
a
carry
in PlIMCIMI. We
tic disc.pst
prices.
kberal
at
machines
lei-liken
your
repair
atieAla
•
Zeno.
your
of
m
mechanis
the
We will take pleasure is explaining
to the
ragtime
from
music
latest
and
new
500
have
I
phone..
both Ammost celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands
will be
erica and Europe and Orchestvia pieces. My concerts
we play
and
twice
played
Pieces
from 7 p. tn, to to p. tn— No
can buy
from 75 to 700 pieces every night. Remember that you
take
will
We
pleasure.
a
but
no
trouble
is
it
the Victor machine,
e
Zonophon
or
pleascure in showing you about t Wier the Victor
'
records.
of
care
machines, also
I remain your talking machine fsiend

DON GILBERTO,
don't Too
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and
.y.
radix
St,
4th.
S.
6o6
target it.
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, PLEADS IN VAIN HOW FREE OM
*1 WITH THE MOB FIENDS ARE FED
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50 CENTS INSTEAD OF $1.50

Ilse Man at lame WIN 1.1111tho beasts litelidern 14 Weir
Withieut Whisi it Spans, Is
sk
They Mad Weyer Rust
Vae Preis.
lavenned.

Three Books Un- the Price of One

ill many of the mat it the way die. Ten UATIIIST AND BT
lielealsones, *ay sec are reopenCOPYRIGHT NOVELS..
recta(' has leas
sliele ter more broke& angagements tricts ef ematany
Th
The
Man
.Betvreen—Ameli
been
a
a
E.
very
Sarr's greatest work,"
popular apart. The en+
8 destined *to
NEGRO LYNCHED By GREAT DECOMPOSED MEAT 111111tPROi&d he'red heaaeade than any *am' trance fee far
eisake the ciece41 and fasitieiLii:e world to its icton
small,
the
but
rases
is
ens thing. A set of masa seseidag
era."—Chicago
1 1 iJitrie.
CROWD Oft SOUTH CAROAT FRS 4111181€111 110411Nrafter chimer at ems it ibie Nubs *is tke 'beasts meat bo ridden lay their
*weer MA TI(I0r 111 net Clewed be The Lady "Evelyn—ilex Remberica's most eltanaarg romance.
week said so, Ammar, and ',vend if
LINIANS.
Inee.
have either whip ger spur and he ZillOt
"Nat a dish lice in the whole beak. A eke sag 111011111bnOit and bafLem are in a way of haewing. One
ride his animal bareback, trusting be
fling
taystery."—Neew
'Csirk
World.
Ps
on tne verge ef breralelag his voice
to
*aide
The
the
hese
It
Reek
beast_
is
in
the Ealtie—Robert ear're magniiisiant novel.
his engagement ',Name the girl ili,IGovernor Heyward Makes bullet` lbasserkable Discovery Made by Peed
"Far and away the bast weals of this talented atabor."—iii. Louis
lopia eammg mai up at loaat that Yee shill if the rider tenses tate
play, as everytIsiag depends %LIMA the
P•st-Diepatch.
three *ass a der, and If he isn't brain beg
Inspector in a Round el
sioned Speech Urging That the
it the fea sad the &Wily of
where she GINN' he should be at the owner
Illesseeniftr, the edition of the above Leek, is Inuit**. They ean be had
be divest his ineveesteal
s
the Windy City.
Law Be Given a Chance.
*at hoer she trails him umtil he'll Az the oxen
only at our store and they are the regular iii 5e heeler
de set rata ea a
tatied, says *e New York Ts-legman. It is as easy
natter ti geed* them.
Slie moat strenuess game it bridge The ram mitres is: a held, peohaps a
Columbus, S. C., Aug. 17.—Within
Chicago, Aug. 17.—That *e *tee Is bestial' int* at *e stub by her salt
mile square, Me et** being made at
Atte shadow of the borne of his vic- leach served in hu•dredt, selpasa in on the phone; he is mid, to leave the one ride end the Smith at the ether.
tim, Miss Jennie Brooks, after having Chicago is largely composed of meet lielher to hear her *sleet voice amid Sped is if secondary
. importance is
sheets of operation on the boor the rase. Liloe golf, the sport requites
been identified by her and after Gov- in a condition absolutely milt for tme
•ornor
C. Heyward, who yesterday was discovered vetterday
Fond In- 1. the exchange to ask if kh still loves accuracy, end the rider wise can feral
L. ais tinaesit Mm wire not emough, his lumbering charger SO 10. in
went to the scene of the trouble, had spector Murray, when his force
a
P-1
.Jr
murderously attacked Miss Brooks assistants raided a barn at 124 Dia she call him in the morales before he straight line is *erten& to wt.
VV1
17--7
I
•LtiA:VIORES
with intent to commit assault, and nois street, owned by William Da- geel downtown, and if ever there was
When all the competitors are hued
a man on the verge of riot It ts this up at the starting point the signal to
svho afterward outraged a negro girl videon.
begin the rat" is•gtven. Then tile fun
se years of age, was lynched at
The place contained thirty stoves one.
retirtwonct. about 7:30 o'clock last over whin six men were working in • The curious part of it is the girl, commences, for, in spite of the riders'
evening.
an endeavor to prepare decayed pork who is old enough to know better, efhorts, the steeds usually refuse to
Governor,. Heyward reached the and beef into a. -semblance of its cannot be made to realize that sa- head toward the finish mark. Besides,
scene Phortly after the negro had original form, and thereafter "manu- tiety is fatal and that, no matter how the difficulties are greatly increased
been caputred. A platform was erect- facture" it into free lunch for the sa- much a man may cars for her, he doom from the fact that the onlookers are aled in a fence corner on the premises loon trade. The men working in the not enjoy the sentiment during lust. lcrweel to be in the field and may do
nese hours. Moreover, he does net anything to interfere with the conof the victim's father, from which awful stench of the place were arcare to have the yoke wired on, not testants so long as they do not touch
platform Governor Heyward, ad- rested on warrants sworn out by Ineven by telephone, and women who him or his beast. Though men era
dressed the mob in an effort to pre- spector Murray, and, with Davidson.
are prose to do this will do well to naturally the least excitable of anivent the lynching. The governor be- are accused of violating the health grasp the fact
and let the man feel mals„ the noise of the spectators soon
sought the snob not to lynch Davis. ordinances of the city. The raid of free, even if be isn't.
reduces them 'to a state of utter be'At the conclusion of his speech the the Illinois street barn followed elle
Al for bored husbands: When they wilderineat. Often an hour will pass
governor was vociferously cheered inspection of a cold storage ware- are called at the °Mee or afterward before one it the oxen is ridden under
•The mob then removed the prisoner house.
wary time they are late coming home, the wire. The victor receives a small
from the view of the governoe,
TIN warehouse is a public one, and or when the oflee boy is eafied 'pea money prize, which is zkothing comwithin a short distance of the hone in it Inspector Murray found 25,000 by an irate or distraeted wife to fur- pared to the honors brougliet him by thhi
of the victim .the negro was riddled pounds of meat unfit for use. A nish information, the men atter • bit victory, and the animal is decorated
with bullets.
search of the books of the company grew het in that region of the anatomy with garlands of flowers. Among the
PADIJI.
CAH REA.L, ESTA
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 1. SAS*
It is impossible to estimate the showed thnt this meat was the prop- known as the collar. But many wives peasants great events are reckoned
1110314THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WadTERN
-se
the
won
ox
itrowd, as citizens from several coun- erty of Davidson.
from
the time so-and
seem to be oblivious to the erect and
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
TACO.
ties had gathered at the scene, and
In addition to the equipment at the trouble rotted in the household.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
pursuit
of
been
in
for two days had
Fixed end immovable habits of do'
barn for converting unsaleable meat
the negro, hut it is certain that hun- into cuts from supposedly good roasts action, by the way, sometimes have UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.
taut,.
WRITTIEhtitE.21.- lanaleniedla
dreds of bullets were sent through his the inspectors found a plant for the their drawbachs. A certain man who
Suggests
English
Writer
He
That
body.
manufacture of sausage of different has been married for more than forty
• -14/1
Be Turned Over to the
kinds. and other articles of food years has called his wife at neon en
Doctors.
ODD FREAKS OF LIGHTNING which usually adorn the fre
ch the phone every day without fail from
Alhenit
counter in the cheap or mid e-class his °face sines telephones were ltd
A medical cormepondent of the LonInstalled. He does not eam U she is
Breaks Windows, Draws Nails and saloons.
don
murderers,
suggests
Lancet
inUll,t
The entire plant was confiscated not at home to answer, but he wishes stead of being hanged, be turned over
Pulls Doors froniTheir Hinges.
and will be used a sevidence against to find out if all is right or if she to doctors for eaperimeatation. He de
Davidson and his associates in Justice wtshes anything. There have been 'tires for science the firivilege of studying
Escanaba. Mich . Aug. 17.—A bit
days when for one reason or another
Gibbons' court today.
disease in the 'laboratory of the human
of lightning played all sorts of pecuhe was delayed ter an hour or more
body," and thiniss that with this opporliar ant cc in the living apartments
calling.
en
home
in
If his wtte is at
tunity the seientish"eould look forward
Chicago Bank Fails.
of I.. A. Rose and imperiled the lives
that day she almost dies of 114OTOGII to almost endless possihRities." Of
of three members e,f the family. Evprostration,
certain
that
for
is
she
Chicago. "Aug. 17 —The Garfield
these poseibilitles, observes the Phil*
ery window on the first anad second Park bank, a small institutios locat- something has happened to him. He delphia Ledger, he neglects
to set forth
stories of thc- house was broken and ed at 2024 West Madison street, was has either hale& dead of heart fail- details, although mentioning transfer
every door in the interior was torn plated in the bands of a receiver late ure or has been *rushed beneath the 'nee of bovine tuberculosis and the
from its hinges and thrown to the thic afternoon by Judge Rethea in wheels of an automobile and she has spread of taikotor as profitable and inter.
Poor. A pantry filled with dishes wos the United State's district court. The been a widow in her mind many times estittiproblea the silu-iroli of Which
wrecked, practically every piece of creditors, with claims amounting to over when the bell tinkles for his call would be.promoted by this plea. Be
Mina being hurled from, the shelves several thousand 'dollars, filed the pe- and serenity is vostored.
would use the murderer as a &Id for time
and broken. An organ on the sec- Melon in court, asking that Ellis E
malign mierebe, and turn„his tissues
ond floor wan completely wrecked. Drake. president of the instieution, as,
PROVEN. later into a jousting place for a tilt with
REMAINS
BE
TO
Nails heated by the electricity were well as the bank, be declared insolvthe benolleest opposirg germ. Science,
drawn from the walls in several rooms ent.The assets of the bank are not Cnlieguy of Two Ancients Whit* habilis ea with eye alert, would refer**
end scorebed holes • in the carpet given in the petition of the creditors.
the contest,and make;record of results. INSUREPTITH--Was Prophetic at Modern
Moreover, so sweet is the faith that in
where they fell. All the silverware The court appointed Henry Hiestattd
Coedits:a.
the corroeponi:ent al.i.les, he is confident
was toadied by the current and turn- receiver, fixing his bond at Sto.00e.
led into a deep brown color.
The collapse of the Milwaukee AveConcerning this treaty, then, said the murderer would acquiesce in the
The tools 'n a chest were convert- nue State hank is said to have caused Karpicus, was it not made with Carlos scheme of dying slowly, rejorcing not to
have his 12.^
. tpeag aeirer.tnr..tm by the
-ed into magnets and so highly heated the doors of the smaller institution to Morales?
presence of the uticulterea hangman.
that all temper was taken out of them he klosesi
Of a truth, he answered, relates the
The propeett'en
nnt sew,
The outside brick walls we cracked
New York Tribune. I believe it was.
✓easeif as te el ,2611- 1s. made
in many places. while in nearly every
And
was not Carlos Morales the
ANTI-GREEK MOVEMENT
eprative. net the ehance of Laing da I onkel 306 B
Tool-fl plaster was torn from the lathroadway
clihet;if of state or the Dominieen reaub
✓g prAd-by csager sr ellthtsis would, as I
PlbOlbed:Offica 385—Residence 1696
ing. Over twenty holes: varying in Is Daily Assuming Greater Proporan aMinitive, be solehil with eagerness
*ire from a foot in diameter to pun:Tee,
trulal
What
you
imply
is
not
Bulgaria
t ans in
and May
is an assumption that fails to aelNial to
tures reaanbling bullet tholes. were
to be denied. .
Become Serious.
the judgment, tempered as this must be
Sound in different room'. The house
Thee what sludl we say? Is it noi by
humane impulses. And It- is ef
was hIlid'evdli smoke, but a blaze was
9Iofia. Bulgaria. Aug 17—The anti- gaits certain that the sole object it the tie sonesaaeace. The change would be
not started at any point. A deep black Greek movement
in Roumania. and treaty was to keep Morales perpetually the sastitutfea of torture for quick dissoot coeerey nearly every wall in
especially in Bulgaria. is daily assum- at the head of the state? And should patch, and be on a plane with the C11111100
bite hnilding.
ing greater proportions and threat- we net therefore reject It?
method knows as "the death of a aloe.
Mrs Rose and daughter and son ens
Incited, it might seem so. Karplcus sand eats," a title
to bicome a serious danger to
gel oily eeplasatina of
mere in the house at the time. All
he said, were it net that Morale. has the process.
peace The Bulgarian goverament, it
130 B. TIMM STREPT:
escaped injury, although that the boy
now betaken himself to Sight and by
PADUCAH, KY
appears, Will he forced to take ex- kis
regmmismilem
pme.
own act is ne longer chief.
especially was not killed is considered
Illemsagen
in
Asst
ceptional measures to terminate the
WEISS.
In tat case, said Kaepicns, shall we
marvelous. The bolt first struck a tree
Garvin), messages in olden timed
disturb:laces which are due to the sot arm—say,
That run-dawn, tired feeling is the
shall we not even be called for much Mananity. "Mocking
and vis attstacted to the lighthouse
anti-Greek feeling, with yrihch tbe en- ready is swear by the nine
ley a bolt and plate protruding from
gods of Ix the world." wrote Resedistoe, "is first
symptom if MALARIA, wise
tire population of the principality ie war—that era have made a
Ike will below divided at this point.
treaty with boric so swiftly as memages by the
imbued.
sham!'
one fork entering the building and
Persia* courier*" They had over a
The calm of this feeling in the hisI do D•t 1OROW you ha that, he re- \undyed Matinee, Nei) a
*e other following a water pipe on
day's journey
torical competition between Greece plied, for, although Morales is indiee from
3.. Louis and Fennesse• River PackShe exterior to the kitchen, wleich it
the
and *Arnie for domination in the goes, the goveznment remains un- it riders other, and a regolar servire
et isosapasy—tke abeapisst and bee
invaded. and Irons wie;c1,, Ifice ite, male.
serried meseages to and ire
Tlelk era. which was recently awaloeneeh .aatel, and it txhibi,ts enehangitr
it to rites of Mai. he
. yg
it foito —. an millet is the steel stair..sestrtiea eve it Phisreak.
and stimulated by tbeir rivalry fp cw to the treaty.
day. They had .that, 'Theta* sou
bate ir".er4( to the tower. The only
cedonia, civilry which, it is alleged
Tiut,
then,
if
the
nuaty
uld
sot.
avail
riers,"
too,
tor in the ease of • up* ,
Ohmage anstainen in the tower was
lies been artificially encourageff ba- t• keen Morelia is his place, should we nIilv confide14gal message,
lbw
the teat
two Frolten window panes.
afehi6e ter ell rea/arie
the Turkish authorities and wee- noa, her that reams, reject it?
was tattooed an the shaven hard of a
Cussed other s, Wit! curs
by,7mas! Kara/bus! he exelia used, MAO; whose hair was snowed is
ALrly by the atrocities of the Greseg
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Kan, Aug 17 --The Rovelptiis it was d'o each at all for Area
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Mayor Plans to Furnish
People Fifteen Cent Ice
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DOCTORS EVER SAW

MARVELOUS CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

De endable

E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rogans 5 and 6 Register Buildiu‘
523 t-g_froetiway, Paducah, Ky.
New 'Phone 4go.

1.

SP/KJ A L111 ES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and.
-Beal -Etta* Law.

•
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.

Will -praetiee sin stli tosirts- of K.
tucky.
4

Cecil Re

J. C. Flournoy

FLOURNeY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms io, it and Ia. Columbia Mei
PADUCAH, FY.

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.

Paducalle
Kentucky,

Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.

OLIVER„ OLIVER & WORE°

LAVVYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bane
Marshall County; Paducah, Kin
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
Old 'Phone Ali
New 'Phone its
/1
J. K. HENDRICK,

J. G. MILLEN,

WAIL MARBLE.

Hendrick, Mille,
iltzt Marble

•

LAWYERS.

r•

Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms m, 2 amt 3 Register Builds
ing, 523 1-1 Broadway.

H.T.Rivers,M. D.

Artistic
and

BEAUTIFUL

OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296

I

Office ap
•Vilf

DR. R. C. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.

1
4

ter

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
1 JO NORTH FIFTH STREET j
4
Both Phones 335
Office hours 8to to a. m., 1 to
p m. and 7 to 9 P. m•

Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. NOS/ A ND

THROAT.
NEW STYLE BRACELETS'Office and Residence,
Rooms 3 and is

J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER

Gocd Tooth
Brushes

We Guarantee

J. N. Oehlschlaeger

A. S. DABN Y

Columbia Building
Phone iciaz--Red.

•
•

_

Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
I
Office over Globe Bank and Trod

•■••J

Co., 306 Broadway.

C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0,
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Hoineopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence, firn Broadway.
Phone to.

•-•

•

O. D. &Mgt%
Architect and Superintendent
.401 Fraternity Building.

•

Olt) rhone 498 Red; New Phone 34
PAMICAH,

KENTUCER

Pictures, DIplotnas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors.
Mottos and C:1-aders

I

Framed right up to date in five Wig
/
otos time at the

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
sresivies.
JEN.

Dr. B. Tilall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, t2111
North Fifth, Both Phones ass.
&widen., 1041 Wag, Via those tege

irJ
sv
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HEADER AT THE PARK
AND RETURN,y1.4 TuB
2 0 I 6 •
YESTERDAY.
To the Public:
Lloyd, r. f. ....se,. a oto
Downing, e.
2 0 1 4
I wish to announce that I have
o I
Wriight,'p.
,,,,,0
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
The Ancient Simony Is Here ToWatches, Clocks, Silverware, Cut
Totals
18 '13 8 t5 7 1
Glass, Hand-Painted China and UmDay and the Fight Will Be for
Innings-brellas at 224 Broadway.. The store• 7 2 3 4 5 R. H. E
Tickets good- for ging passage
Second Place.
Viacennes
0.0 0 0 2-2 4 0
room has been remodeled and enPaucah
Iti t o I-3 II 4
larged and fitted tap for a first-class
Summary:
jewelry store.. All my goods are new
•Earned runs -Paducah 1, VinHow They Stand
and up-to-date, selected with a view
Leave Paducah
4CTIlle% T.
to please the trade of Palucah and
Pot
Lost.
Won.
9:30 a. us.
Clubs.
Leave Maxon
Stolen
Donovan,
,bases
Tayitne
vicinity.
.635
38
66
.. 9:53 a. 111.
Vincatines
Leave Kevil
Quigley, Cooper.
I0:10 2. 171.
A cordial invitation is extended to
.524
Cairo
49
54
Leave La Center
Sacrifice bits-Kolb, Perry 2.
10:21 a. in.
the public to visit my establiskrnent
Paducah
49'
5Leave Barlow
-Double plays-Mitchell to 34)cClel10:30 a. m.
51
se
and inspect the line of goods en disJacksonville
•505 •
Arrive Chicago
lane to ?triatteson; Donovan to Mitch8:3o p.m.
6o
party and that are amain each day.
Danville
• 429
45
el).
369
65
38
whether
We will be glad to see you
4
Mattoon
Returning, Tickets will be good on all Regular Trains leaving Chicago
Bases on balls-Off Wickman 2. off
you buy or not.
to
and!
inoludiing
Wednesday,
August
Wright 3.
29th, except Fast Mail Train leaving
High-class work will be my special.
Where They Play.
ehicago 2:50 a. in.
Struck out-By Wright 3.
ordered
work
and
ty
all
will
be
Under no circun:stances will a longer limit be given on the return
Cairo at Paducah
Hit by piaohed hall-Perry.
promptly executed... Clocks wilt be
portion of these Excursion Tirkets.
Vincennes at Tacloionville
Left on bases-Vincennes 4, Padue
called for and delivered to any part
Danville at liraffoem.
of the city free of charge. I ask a
Further Particular of
Time of game-50 minutes.
share of your patronage, and I am deJ. T. DONOVAN, Ticket agent, Illinois Central Railroad Paducah,
The grand stand wac pretty well
termined to have it if good work and
felled at the last two games with Vinreasonable prices well get it.
W. H. BRILL,
eennese. The majority of the fans
A visit from you will be appreciated.
Even
Cairo.
Break
at
Div. Pass'r, Agent St. Louis, Mo.
were very much interested in these
A. H. HANSON,
Cairo, III.. Aug. 17.-The locals
S. G. HATCH,
two games, as both teams have been
.
Passenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO,ILL.
General Passenger At.
playing nip and tuck with eac other, broke even today in a double-header.
*rd the scores for the two tie games Terrific hitting was the feature.
Phone 2088. Jewler. 224 Broadway.
First game:
were settled this time for goad the
'R.tH. F
Danville
first-class
'Indians taking all honortein
•
4 a c
etyle. However, it was claimed the Cairo
o 6 5
Batteries: Gnerney and Ott; Hatch
visitor played with a crippled tip
team That may be true. So lid and Searles,
Second game:
they have the same thing to play with
'R. H. E
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full
line of
38 e BODY CREMATED IN COFFIN. usefte, as they give one the effect of
in Vincennes on the last trip. We Danville
wearing
a
erne
warmth
without
the
Cairo
6
had three rreen out of the game
4 75 2
Batteries: Fleming and Ott; Way Candles Lighting Child's Bier in Wis. of it. Any gue with a little ingenuSomething with an "if" in it has to
ity can make fierseLe one of these. The
come some way or another, as the Searles and Quiesser.
consin Start Fire.
foundation is Mahon from three to etc, various grades and
old saying goes.
various prices.
Milwaukee, Wis.. Aug. t7.-The four incites wide, and on that the rufThe Indians took the lest games
hfiltt0011 4, Jacksonville 3.
your
Help
neighbor keep down the dust.
body of 3-year-old Lilian Siettman, fles are sewed. The ruffles must, of
from the Champions by hard hitting
Jacksonville. Ill.. Aug. 17.-Follow- daughter of Ernest Siettman, was par- course, be shaped. They should be
and the feature of it was that every
ing is the result of today's game:
tially cremated by a,fire starting from much wider at the back than in front
hit came at the right time, when they
R. H. E candles placed about the bier last Chiffon in the gray known as "Lonmeant
runs.
•
Mattoon
don Frnoke" makes a lovely and .dur48r night.
Miller started out to pitch the first Jacksonville
able boas. says Harper's Bazar.
3
8
4
without
extinguished
was
fire
The
game. but wile a little wild. and Chief
One of the trials of this trying
Batteries: Dowell and Johnston; the aid of
the tire- department A il e NI
put Piatt in his place in the second Patrick
month is that the pretty summer outand pelt.
funeral
procured
and
servwas
coffin
inning. Chenault was also relieved by
4
fit fia. lost much of its freshness. The
ices were held at St. Boniface's church
Both Phones 201, 132 South Fourth St., 3.25 Kentucky A9enuethe visitors it, their half of the *er.
i
hems of the dainty white gowns arc
morning.
this
e-it'd( lie was wild and Perdue finished
soiled, the braids of walking skirts
Candles and crucifix were arranged
out the bae and was knocked all
are frayed, ruffles have lost their
beat
It
coffin.
the
is
the
head
of
over the lot.
crispness, bathing suits are ripped cr
' xl that one nt the candles bent
The Indians; are puezling everyone
torn andl badly faded, and during these
the heat and set fire to the table
in their etiek work of late and playsultry dog days when one wants lo
• covering. which ignited the window
ing good hall. Beth teams were tired
particularly fresh, all one's belook
curtains anteing over the body of the
in the second contest and made it a
longings seem to share the general
child. The casket was badly charre1
slow affair. but very interesting.
REMAINS OF FREE, BOY NOT1 while face, hands and body nf the limpness. Happy is the girl who has
The Cairo bunch come today for
foreseen this state of affairs and has
dead girl were burned and diecolored.
YET AT "
R/ ..:roi
four gamest, opening Hoe afternoon
kept at least one of her gowns in reand these series will end the Kitty's
serve for the emergency. It may be
________4„;•#.4
USE SPOONS AT COMMUNION
life on the local diamond.
of inexpensive material and of simCairn is second in the percent:lee Parents Carry Embalmbed Corpse
ple make, hut its beauty and value are
Dip Wine Instead of Sun Is Order increased
column. anti will give the Redskins a
ee I
ten-fold when it is worn :n
About Country With Them
of Iowa Minister.
run for their money in all four games
all its freshness among others perhaps
in Skiff.
-played
far more elaborate, but which hear
Mason City, Iowa, Aug. 17.-There the unmistakable marks of hard serFollowing is the official score:
First game:
will be a "spoony" congregation pres- vice,
Tbei(1011111111111111111
The Brookport (III.) Eagle of Fri- ent at the rirst Methodist Episcopal
VINCENNES.
Three Good Deeds.
church Sunday. Dr. W. W. Canton.
day says:
Players.
se. r
"The people of this place will doubt- rastor, will introduce aninnovatipn..
"My good man," said the professor
Whitely. r. 1
less remember about the death of the 'lbere has been such a war waged of sociology. "you seem to be happy;
4 0 0 o
Mitchell. s. 5
s 3
14-year-old son of Allitn.Free, a shan- in Iowa against the use of the general would you mind telling me the rea3
Wilkerson. lb.
ty -boat fisherman, that ogitarred Sept. communion cup as a means of son for your happiness"
3 0 3 10 0
Moran. I f
27, woo as a number of stories were spreading disease that flr Carlton has
4 / 1 0 0
"Oi wild not, sor," said the Irish2b. • • 4 0
t 3
then teld end much was said in some informed his congregation that on Men. "I boy just done three good
Barbour„,11
of the Paducah papere at that time.
4 000 2
hest Sunday all who partake of the deeds, and any man who has per
Donovan. C. f.
"As stated above, the boy died sacrament are to bring spoons and formed three good deeds has raisin to
3 o 0 0 2
Matteson. c.
8 1
4
Sept. 27. and on the 28th was em- tl.e wine w.11 be dipped froth the cup be happy."
Ohenault.
• 0 000
beamed by imdertaker J. L. King and instead of supped as heretofore.
"Indeed, he has," said the profesplaced in a common coffin, and at the
sor; "and may I ask what three goods
Totals
xt 3 5 24 74 a time Mr. Free deside that
the body WOMEN RAID"JOINT"ANDWIN deeds you ha evperforrned?"
he embalmed in such a manner that it
"Well. as Oi was cornin' past the
PADUCAH
mild he preserved for six weeks, as Hold Kansas Saloon Until the Sheriff cathadral this morning I saw a %unPlayers.
O
bh
po
a
e
ab
it was the boy's request to he burned
man wid a wee hit infant in her
Comes and Closes Place.
Taylor, c. f.
0
4 t o o
at his old home on the Cumberland
arms. crvin' thot hard it would melt
Berry. e. s.
11450
3
river.
Columbus. Nan., Aug. 17.-The the heart av a ethone. I asked her
Quigley, 2b.
4 2 2 3 12
"Up
to
this
time
the
has
body
never
twenty-five
women who raided a what cote(' he the matter. She anCooper.
1
f.
4 O 1 1 0 0 been
•
buried, as Mr. Free aid his "joint" here yesterday held it until swered thot for the fant av three dolWetzel. 3b
..s„.1, 2 I Al
4
family are here on hhe river with the midnight, when they secured a nuis- lars to pay the fees she could not get
Haas. t h.
O ipirt 2
body
of their son. and on Wednesday ance com4laInt against the proprietor the child baptized, an' it was a sickly
r f
3 2 eo. 0 afternooa
the writer. accompanied, by and had the sitheriff take charge. The child at thot, an' liable to die soon
DOW4ling. c.
3 O 3 S • I Mr.
Kiag and otobera, visited Mr sheriff took me the fixtures ard T felt thot Nil for her T pulled out
Piet. p
4 O I' 0 2 0
Frees Boat and viewed dhe rewsc stock today and stored them in the only tin dollars I had, and told
p
O 0 • 2 •
and. with the exception of sonte
ls Columbus. The women of Cofumbes her to go and get the child baptized
-- aniline
face,
the
bolly
in
is
a
seemingly
Totals
say they are well organized and :hei: and bring me the change. She went
72 7 if 27T3
good state of preservation and *•
they are going to keep up the tight inside rejoicin'. 024 coon returned
wid her face all smiles, give me my
Inninga
4. 6 789 RITE' features are still good.
‘
:gainst law violators.
"Vincennes ..idt00000n-a So "The body in the coffin is in a skiff
change an' went away hapin' blessin's
on my head. Now ain't thot enough"
Pediteah ...0 0 0 3 0 I 3 0 *-7 It 3 and arranged in such a manner that
TREASURER
SHORT
$756-885
if the family and the host they occupy
"That's good," said the professor;
Sommary •
"now what were she fishers?"
should be lost filming a storm eke
. Earnedl rims-Paducah I..
Examiners of Ohio County Treasury
"Others?" said the Irishman; "thic's
Innings pitcbed--Chenault 2. Miller akI ortntaining the body would •ot
Make Startling Disclosures,
all."
be
oink.
1 1-2.
"We are not Wormed aa t•
"I understood you to •say you had
illits-Off Miller none. if Chenaelt
Akron O., Aug 17.-The examin%et-formed three good deeds."
reason Mr and Moe Free save set
none.
fee appo:nted by Judge Pardee to
"An' so I did., don't you see?
'buried the body. Het.* answer
.• Stolen bases-Moran. Perry,
the make
an examination of the comity dried a widow's tears-thot's wan: I
eaie": ley, 'Wetzel. Lloyd 2.
question, if they ever expected m ibuy
it. ars. Free said they were thisiing treasury filed their report today. It saved a soul from purleatory-thoes
Sacrifice hit-Mitchell.
charges former County
Treasurer two ;and lastly, I got eivin good dol" Double: plays-Perdue to Mitt4,ell to of putting it away in short time."
Wilkerson.
Though the Eagle *vs not say so, Smith with a shortage of $755,385. lars for a had tin, and if thot wouldn't
Bases on balls-Off Chenanit 2, it is known that Free, ori his house- 1 his amount was found missing from make you happy thin you are hard to
Prosecuting Attornee please."-Lippencott's Magazine.
-Perdue
was down below Cairo for !Irv- the vaults.
2. Miller 2.
•
says
liegellsarger
that a demand will
ru
ou
r
!) boy's death. It
The New Veterinary Hospital.
Iceland's. first theater was founddue 3, by Mlles" t. Piett 5.
woeld, therefore, appear he is nuking be made on Smith for the amount.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special faciled only in 1897 and there is only one
Hit by pitched ball-Whitley, Che- his way back up the river and mriy
The Ingenious Girl.
in the island-at Reykjevik-but It ities have been prervid'ed for in constructing our new hospital which en*vault, lloss.
in time reach his former home on the
The day °flare and net, chiffon -has taken firm root. The dramatic ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most modern
Left on Bases-Vincennes 7. Padu- Cumberland. banks.
and/ tibbon ruffled boas ha; returned seasoli opens' in October and closes manner. Wie have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and one
cah 6.
its renewed force. These fluffy con at the end' of April, when a large that es complete in every detail.
Time sef
hour and 55 minMOyhe It Wag Fruitless.
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
trivancee
are very becoming and very part of. the inhabitants go fishing.
*es. -.
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third Street.
A (subeemmittee of the city demoT
Office phone, pld, r3445; new 158; residence 18r6.
oreticeNexecutive committee was to
Seennell'eame-five Innings hy agreetine^ -"tt last nielo t eetnelet- the
ment:
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2 0 0 O 2 0 formed its work, but if it did so the
Moran, c.
0 Register was unable to learn wisere
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MleClellant. 2b.
2 o r 1
0 the meeting was held or what was
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHINriarbour, 3h.
' 2 0 0 O 1 0 done. It ntav he that the me.eting as
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
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OFFICE SECOND AND MONROE. BOTH P1-ONES.
Kolb,
f. •
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T o o 20 O
GRAND STAND 35 ,CENTS. BOX SE/MS 613 CENTS. TICKES Gk
.
courthouse square are becoming eyeSALB SMITH & NAGLE'S,
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17, 3 4 15 11 0 sores.
FOURlif & BROADWAY.
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$5.00- to

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

.

Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21
SPECIAL TRAIN .

J. D. Sowders,

6001 MORNING

Garden Hose, Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled*

Ed D.Hannan

BODY STILL
1
OUT OF CRAVE 1l.,Aei‘th

Cyclone insurance

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

.A
..
•
• 111,10 • 44e

Abram L Well & Co.,

Campbell BuildiA.g.

Both'Phones 369

r...

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is m, "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. 11 MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, BY?

Paducah Transfer Company
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.

P. D. FITZPATRICK, SUPTi

, 4111

PADUCAH VS. CAIRO

Aug. 18, 19, 20, 21.
Double Header, Aug. 19th and 21st
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The cannon defense •against ball
forms the subject of a report to the
state department lw United States
Coastal Covert at Loa, France. Ths
ta
Hall Cannon society of JAmas bar
prepared a report on the use of the
cannon during the part yer.r. The ro
port deals with the experience of 2s
caanon-firing societies, which used 462
cannon in a number of stoezie. It appears that during the 15 years prior
to the use of cannon the ineres from
hail amounted to about $3,6d8,000, and
that during the five years in awhich
cannon have been in use in the same
territory the loves were but $159,41!
During the year 1201 the .same conli
•it I
munes sustained no losses whatever
a fact attributed entirely to use or
cassion. The writer of the repor-.
says"We base our confidence in the
efficacy of the flan% on the fact that
the thunder and lightning ceased, the
wind abated and the clouds ensile
peered under the !Irene of the cnnnon,
and • mild fall of rain and soft snow
succeeded. Thrhie facts are underlie
We."
The report reviews the results ef
the firing in 28 raceme during the
months of April. !,'ay, dune. July aid
September. Tee reseits are generally
he same—cressatIon of the thundee
Lad liehtning, Airpersion of the clouds
and a slight fall of rain awl snow.
Where no cannen were treed the hail
fell and caused serious damages. "The
cemmunes not defended by cannon
suffered enormously." In speak's; of
one storm thwtort says:
"This stor
az literally arrested
at the east on the houndaries of the
tiring. In the northwest and a little
distance from the cancon a hurricame
•
swept over tlfolusery with delease,
4
everywhere
ing freest damage"
The report contains several pages
la the storm of July 22, 1904, which
caused great damage In some parts of
the country not rostectni by the cannon. This hurricar.o caused lie',able damage in .29 oossaavaes. Two
communes, Lozanne and Belment,
were entirely desolated, "but they had
bet a few cannon, one six and the
outer eight Thu are separated by
a great distance froze Lae eeuratry that
le'provIded with cannon." Tire mayer
of Lcrenne, who is the presideat if
the society for defense against the
ball. wrote that his retighbors fovati
'I P
tkenetelece neon the edge of the remmoues where there wee as Clues
against the bail am/ were amiable to
resist a storm of sa^h vio!en:e. lie
says: -During the first few missies.
of the storm the firing was renewed
by tie falling '-it a few soft hailstones,
aid everybody aotice4, even in that
general storm, that the thin:ler aid
ligbtning diminizted as the lring °es
armed, and that the diminvtlou Wee
'fussed by the cannon."
Ti several
places all traces of vegetation Cams
peered and t be eensternation
was
great in the wiengrowing communes
'The mayor of Delmont reverts that
the firing was pewerlen in his cowacne on sweetest of the emeli number
of cannon.
The report mentions reerral
ties where the fir.Ing waa very active,
sad It says the bail waa checked whim
the firing comineaced. la the country
known as Art:trail^ there wee e :102a
all accounts, but few carmen In nes
et
and the destruction from ball was
widespread and disastrous.
a
In the great Beaugolai• wine die
trist, where the country "fairly brio
tied with cannon." the farmers say
that 1-trey foun I it neeneeley to ere
only on the bounriarlee of the large
vineyards, and that, as a rile, hut
very little firth.- werred in the cen
ter of the field. The consul earn be
has met a do-en or more terta. wine
growers who :evert eeiphstleaile the
they have not the remoteet rineht of
the effency of the cnneen
destroy
the hail in the child, and to turn it
tato a mile rain.
"The use of cennon es- te-t the
hart," says Consul Covert, "wili an
deebteele centenee In Fresco watel
home authority appointed by the gOY.
_ere ere:rent rhall aseeme coatrol of the
expertraents and demoretiate its ha
potency, if surh a thing be pernible.
The farmers of Arbresis, where but
few cannon were treed, are preparing
to wnge a more effective campaign
against the hell neet year.
Their
president and the ether officers of theft
eocieties are of the opinion that the
tele cause of their losses this year
was the failure to usle a sufficient
number of cannon."
The 'Strain of American Life.'
April 18, 1885.—Speaking of the
"strain of American life," W. de
Oared that "every man is trying to
outdo every other man—giving up
modesty, giving np honesty, giving up
generosity, to de It; oreabing a wgr,
*very man reatinst every Ran; the
whole wretched hueiness falsely keyed
monejellcals,
by
money-poktics,
money-religions, moneyenen."—"Wiii
Walt Whitman in Camden," in Cen
fury.
Pores of Habit.
According to the New York Sun, a
physician. started a model insane asylum with a special ward for era?,
chauffeurs and motorists.
"But I don't see any patients," said e
visitor to whom the settomobile ward
was shown.
"Oh." the physician replied, "they're
AU dicier tbs outs Sling the slats."

A.Dviarruitai or
zarEL.

A

"As prooperona as yoss see me aom two
weeks ago I was on the hog," remarked
Fern-mon, as he paid .the'man in the
white truck jacket and settled has sate:tMating licrafpin more securely In gat
grass-green necktie. "I had drilted into
Sloan City With $63 cents in toss.
change in my pocket and ebiamidess
reputation, as far is illoua,City was con
corned. I calculated the.t before I got
out of there the reputation would•get
spotted up some, because I was huneing
Guff Nilson, who bed agreed to meet me
at the Enrage.
'I Made a few cauthous innoirlemia
a,renedabout way concerning friend
Guff and I was finally directed t6 a ftne
sandstone building, where I was informed he was staTing. I didn't call
en him. What was the use? I knew
he wouldn't be at liberty te ome any
read—not for SI days,asyway.
•
"I had a good-looking valise with
me that I found at Missouri Vallisy, when
We changed Cars. It WY a disappolatmeat inside, as it CORtill110#1 nothiag bet
four sollild cellars, a briar pipe, twolsam
samiwichos, a razor and a hairbnah, but
It was a dandy externally, sad I thumped
It Iowa on the marble in frort ed the
MIMI clerk with all the maldosoe to the
world.
" T11 be here for a lbw days' I said,
'mil I want•good, light room erials a
VIt went. He did a* ma if I had any
baggage checks, but I took no motion ef
Um. As sosa ea I get to the ramie I
thaw the boy halt a dollar aid *OS
west down lad bought a 26--semt akar
alike cigar stead so *at the clerk emit
see me.

"I went to bed at • tolerably early
hoar that night. I didn't want to do any
cheap grafting if I muds help it and I had
to study up NINO 'left if ealWeeigl. 1
Smelly anscliaded thee I woad do what
sight
I would wrtk the hated sad
silt es Sae sang esradagarais.Ss*oat
two o'elock I west map oat to'my
stocking fest with, mq km* Ude
peoLet amserUrseiat el Maas sad Miele
Ma the remit sort to aim.
'That was LK I stole. lifters same Mirraising yelps from the bed by Mee lass
I had get to the bursas. Ityisa eveasaw a
spilt aad smooth pa-away to year
Ilk it was the easel mode. I wont She
atom cat out of be misery wisdom. aad
.esese in my own TONI sate mid monad
helve the eche of Milt my Abell away
is Le elestiod air earl gat tato bed**
a harry.
'Just at tbed lastest as I based .
if herryiag fist a bright idea
to me. I graed my teoussens,
balk owl the $1//4 I WMl. and *sag
'ma. oat if Me wee saladow. libesi I
puked try Mad out of the deer sod
',Mod toe shores if alarme and Mira
o serflike..
" 'What was ur I wised Me stark.
whose I remasheed to his disease of
pyjamas and hadsroise. to it burglars?
l'al bet It Is, Mame if there wasn't *as
La my room tea siestas age I'm May
fooied. I wsothree parts asleep shoe I
Vote vp and I thesight I mrlaht he Miltabs's. aid dozed elf agate, bat I semi
had my trousers.'
llarnebody i.e nailed kiss *on aid
M messed Masai( sod hurried elf. I
West bask gni turned on the Cowie
light aid get late Led. Is about am
Mamba there was a imook at the doer
aid Mi. Mirk room la wreti a stout la
014•Itical Iss lairodueod as Me arssp4star.
They asked me te Led Mess what I Immo
&beet the rc.mt ihotarkaaa. aid I narrated how. hearlog a saga* belie, twee.
tip and theight I saw a dark Ague It
&arose the T4',ad ev-t of the dyer be:
keariag 'tithing mere I imagined I has
the nightmare aid smoosei off Laois
*ill the yells Is the rest rcim lifted les
met it bed in quest a( my Mee meat *kVAMg. now aniz31ng.'
"Vt. Proprietor was very 'furry. No
doubt tbere bad beoa,robbery, Let the
robber bad ivinepail. The May is the
seat room had gives the elmrms just I.
time to save iserseit kola the loss ot
jewels valued at $2.0*. Think if that
Guthe woald see me tulles morals'.
"'I expect you to,' I said. eiga4eant4. 'I value those troaaers of 'Rile at
Thera wes that rush carresay in
them. I think Its ap to you to watt
good.'
eIi. went velly arty
I t•.!rneel
ever on my pillow with a mind at ease
Of course, I knew he'd never dig up
any three centurlea es ray ety-so, bet
it erre; a cinch in my mud that I was
lied for a ticket to Chicago, rcasernaleto
expenses and new troves's. Under the
cfroumstances that was good enough tor
me.
I get 'em? Nit. not. He came
lap according to agfecinent, but be
bresght something with him. It was
my trousers. They'd eaught on the rail
of the fire escape on the floor below and
lustead of being grabbed by come passerby or fatlIng into an alley ash can, ther
had been waving there gracefully In
the morning breeze, attracting the tindivided attention of close on a theasand
people in a bunch.
—Strange!' I said. 'He must have
Oaken the money and thrown the trousers away.'
"'Very strange!' says he. 'Very
itrange, indeed!' He looked aVne with
• twid gray eye, coughed behind his
nave and went cut.
"Teem was something forebodir 7 in
his manner. I eot iustautly Leto use
.reuricre and I gurog I
the ofIleu :.or
ey way of the stehenee and Itte•out
rehre he mute droe •evn
oe th^ r'
on the elevator. I itft the ether,: I
didn't have any use for it in the box
car that I managed to sneak away into,
anyway.
"I got to, Omaha, all right, though
somewhat the worse for wear, and there
I found kind friends. But somehow I've
got a hunch that I only rrieeed visiting
Guff Nilson by a WI a hair's breadth,
:titer alh"—Chicago Dail; News,
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AWAnNtie BY THE KAISER

BRITISH SHELL OF 1812.

.
•
Minperor William's Descent IT-atta a
"I was riding up97144Eface
Subject Whose Hearing
toarl
,a New Yorkto
dther
Was Poor.
we*." ea/da a , posetallE,
otor.
"when a x.tghy battering accident
; Daring the last maneuvers of the
occurred.
German army the kaiser rose ona
"At! Forty-second street a wellmorning at daybreak in order to get
dreseed, aliddle-aged man undertook to
a general impression of the diserosition
swing himsed on,birard the" ppen car
of his troops. So, followed by his enmakwhile it,was starting, '1st:
tire staff, he made for a distant
ing the stop at that comer.
fig
"He had gat one foot on the running that camenanded an extensive view, relates the London Chronicle. There
board, when the foot that still rested
was a village on the hill, and the claton the wet pavement slipped. He
tering
of the horsed' hoofs on the cobslipped and fell kirward on his lesenda.
blers brought most of the inhabitants
His left leg shot beneath the wheels
to their windows. The one person
-of the moving car.
who slept
eugh Ike din was a deaf
"The conductor, who was collecting
fares from the run.ning board, frantic- old chemist, whose fiat-roofed reelally rang the bell to stop the car. Then dence was perched right on the sumruen in the car, inducting myself, mit. The roof was the very elace.for
ehouted hoarsely, and the women on the emperor. So be called a fait, and
the car screamed as If bedlam had one of his star was sent to claim adLrokezi loose. One of the women sank mission. The officer knocked and
back in & dead faint, and she had to knocked, but in vain. At the third onLc carried into a dreestore after the slaught, however, steps were heard
descending the stairs, and the voice of
racident was over.
"The conductor's signal to the mo- the old chemist demanded: "What silly
tormaa was too late. The car waen't fool is that?" The staff contained its
brought to a stop till there was a hor- laughter, for the emperor had heard
rible
grinding, jolting, crunOing But wit-boot showing any teign of ansound. The wheels had passed over noyaaee his majesty uttered the sae
the middle-aged man's left leg. It was word, "Wilhelm!" 'Wilhelm who?"
demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
rackeraing.
"A hundred pedestrians rushed from Hohenaellern!" thundered the emperthe crowded sidewalk to do what they or. The shivering chemist, covered
with evaluates, flung open the door,
could tee assist the prostrate man.
doubtless expeeting the German equiv"When they got to him he was lying
emperor
downward, with his farm resting on his alent to Siberia, but the
strode past him without even giving
hands. Hia hat had fallea some disleaving
tance away, aid his head looked gray litm a look. When he was
he
however,
to his
man
called
the
sad venerable.
horse's head and placed in his kited
"But the prostrate man was Ashthe largest eMs wialch bears the Imlar' lust It to kill!
perial likeness. "There!" he salt
"lie wan aboolutely shrieking with "accept this portrait of a silly fool!"
merriment. ide was giving vest to explosions of pure sajoymeat, a. posiEXECUTION OF SPIES.
tively shouted and bawled in the everplus of his tremendous mirth.
Nen Who Are Selected to Do the
"He laughed so hard that it seemed
Shooting Are More or Leos
is if his sides meet be amet asking
Affected.
"People away up Lath avenue heard
has happy, boisterous lan hese aid
come teething along to see what wee
producing ail of the fun.
"'The pain of heeling his Leg *et ollf
has wit the poor old gentleman of his
heatI7 was the ryinpaaisatle ream* of
a lot if us who stood wowed weighting
aid listening to his Omelet vielast outbreak, of mirth.
smear
has made him delirious, poor old,,**.'
lenient* the universal wordiest as Me
middle-aged mans rears of lenglear
strew eves louder.
"Nut there was sommthiag is the
quality of his laughter that jamelled
see, tor all that. It sounded Is
lila
mighty hoe/thy, haulm,
laughter—laughter that wee messoilly
rroesseillog from the mirthful addrilt
of *e r -over ma. To sap ewers it
tidal have even a little biter
some sound of the Iliad if
that proceeds from Mose to a s
el
deliriums.
"There, there. old shag, easy It—
well get you eat of that ix all
said some if the toilltag kelp
as
they started to me what they
de
toward diseataagliag toe
man from the whites of to. ear.
"
boys,' be regetail, to theft
msamazement, is a Woe of
derManding. 'But, say,' he
el,
'It's se blamed funny!' mid be west
tato sac her paroxysm of laughter.
"The helpers looked at sae mother
with maystilled clematises's..
"'Wig, that ama's sot
nor Vag-house, either.' said sib et
teem. 'Say. *Id friend,' he mailased
addressing the still prostrate mita
'what's all this that's se tilhamagy
funny, hey? You might as web let
is all lavas it, hey?'
"The man who was lying Is.. *ewe,
ward on the wet paveusest, wark his
leg still under the ear wheel, restrained his mirth with great Minato
Long 'trough to gasp:
.
"'Why, dang It all, boys, sent ye,
see that the leg that's bees run eve:
Is a woo-woo-wooden leg!' mad to,.
he bowled joyously once agate.
"The willing helpers looked as I)
they'd gone uer against a sad sort of a
sell, but the prostrate mans iseghter
was perfectly infectious, and tee)
!reined in it.
"Then they managed to pull lila
from beneath the car, when they re%
that, sure enough, the crushed leg wai
of the seasoned ash variety.
"They put the good-humored aid.
dle-aged man into a cab and seat kin
along to the home address he gave. H(
waved his hand merrily at them oshoi
the cab window before starting tot

'Phi ceremony of disposing of a coltderaned spy in the English army always
fellows a &Iloilo precedent, says the
New York Nereid. The unfortunate
was is surrounded by a detachment of
Infantry, and, after he is provided with
a piek and shovel, he is marched of to
a &elected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This done, the tools are
label from bin and kir eyes are bandaged. Tao attending chaplain reads
portions *resoled front the burial eeryisso aid from the ranks of the escort II
see* are selected at random by the ofleer in charge. These men, having
slashed their owe rifles, are led to where
Id other Mies are awaiting U161'1,514 of
whisk are loaded with blank cartridges.
Sae of these is 'headed Souse's man, so
that se one knows whether the rifle he
held. celibates a bullet or not and INN
ean my for mate* that the shot tired by
him billed the prisoaer. The firtag parthen marches to an appointed petite**.
'Ike eommands "Present!"
• Fire!" are given and almost before
as last word rings out the volley is
Seed and the spy falls Into the grave
he has dog. Nearie every man is more
• less affected on being selected to
farm one of the tiring party and massy
mei have bees known to faint away ea
being singled out, while others are em
•vereouie as to be scarcely able to pal
the triggers of their rifles.

THE ARMY ENGINEER.
boss Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
But Ilis Service* An
Invaluable.
Some idea of the "general utility"
services of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
merle by Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of
the Russian army, as reported by Richard Henry Little, war correspondent is
the far east in his article —Loalin'
Round' with the Engineers" in the
Teehnical World Magazine.
"Vee have not done the things which
bring to one the St. George cross or even
the Stanislaus and puts our names in
the paper and brings the messege from
his majesty," geld the little captain, as
he canoe back to me black with powder.
"We have not charged the enemy or
eaptured many guns or saved the position. We have but made a road over the
mountain. That is all. Yet five men
they are dead; six are wounded. We
have not fought a Lattice jet still, it was
mot the
play, and someday when
the grand battle it in raging, and they,
the Japanese, are preesing herd clown
that valley over there, cad it is wanted
to save the day that many troops and
many guns be pushed to that position
over there at the head of the valley, then
thie real we have blinded will save the
day because it is the straight line and
will be wide and smooth. What say you.
my friend?"

ell, boys,' he called out,'I mayne
have beat the devil around the stuna
this time, but I'll be hanged if I
haven't beat him with it!"
Domestic Revolution in India.
"Whereupon the big bunch broke
Within a few weeks a son of Keehub
into a spontaneous cheer for the old
hoy's gameness. and the car wen: Chunder Sea, the famous organizer of
tbead about its busInese."—WashIng Ore I3rahrno Somaj of India has married the widowed daughter o. a rajah.
ton Star.
That is an extraordinary rebellion
against an ancient rule in India, and
Mortality.
"You seem to have a pretty large the beginning of a domestic revolution
which has the sumxirt of many adcemetery here, my friend."
veireed Hindoos who do notethemselves
"Wail, yeah."
"What mimes most of the deaths, if flare to more than speai in its favor.
I nay ask?"
One on the Poet.
"Wail, liver eornplaint, mostly."
Office Boy—There are two men out
"No!"
"Yeah. A feller with a white liver there, sir, who want to see you; one
ain't noways likely to last long in this of them Is a poet and the other a deaf
man.
gulch, stranger."—Puck.
Editor--Well, go out and tell the
poet that the deaf man Is the editor.—
grecocious Wit.
Little Gladys—Auntie, dear, do all Tit-Bits.
the people who die and go to the bad
Where His Advantage Lay.
place camp out?
Man—How do you do?
First
Aunt—Why, no, child. Why do you
Second Man—Beg pardon, but you
ask?
Little Gladys--Well, our Sunday have the advantage of me.
First Man—Yes. I guess I haee. We
school teacher told us to-day that the
were engaged to the same girl, but you
beat was in tents—Judge.
married her.—I'lltaburg Dispatch. .

Itntraldtgag4triagittniatU233=stzuutratilL

Baltimore Man Brings Up in Fiala
Net Relic of the Revolution.
An interesting relic
the war of 1812
was retentlyihauled-frum the depth of
iurtis bay in a fish seine by B. It. Stull,
of this city, says the. Baltimore American. The relic as a bb,ir which is supposed to have been drepped overbbard
from one of the British warships wthce
easailed Baltimore.
He took the shell to Fort McHenry,
where the ordinance mixers pronounced
NI'Wit a shell et English e.ake, and also informed leer. Stull that ir was loaded. Mr.
SO111 'Wan deterMilit:j 'A) find out what
was !aside, and, placieg it under water,
he carefully bored through the bee
metal cap. Wken the cap was removed
aLout a gill of black powder, which is ia
good condition, came out. There was
something else inside, so Mr. Stull conUnited to dig, and at last dislodged lie
leaden bullets, cacti about five-eighths
of an inch in diameter, which had been
SttaletIt=ritMEIVrnr,:l...°=•• 3
tctuily embedded in b. imatone.
The shell is five rind live-eighths
inches' in diametetN'ail, with its contents, weighs 22'e potted&
It was 33160 learned hy Mr. Stull that
the wooden hap was a portion of the
shell, the method of strooting the shell
t..
being to place the cap on the shell, witb 12====it213=2:2=tgisztet1=tturiss
a fuse leading througe the cap and the
bell mAal to the inteeior of the shell.
The powder charge foi the gun was then
either tied or wrapper! around the outside of the wooden c, p and the whole
placed In the gun. When the latter was
discharged the powder Ignited the fuse,
whith in turn carried a spark to the
powder In the shell. The spark reaching the brimstone caused a gas tic
form, and this exploded the shell, the
leaden hulloes causing the destruction.

THAT PLEASES
Phones:
4 20

KENTKKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

GUILD OF "CRAPE PULLERS"
New

Line of Business That
Worked in Connection with
the Florist's.

is

"Crape pullers get a 20 per cent
commission," said the coneervative
loriet -That cornmissipa comes el
the flowers, though;" he added, sneering.
"What is a crape puller!"
"A crespe puller is a man
who,
watching the death notices in the
newspapers, cable on all the bereaved
families end solicits orders for flowers tee the funeral. We call such a
man a era,* puller contemptuously
pretending that be gets Indoor-it by
yanking the *rape which hangs from
the deer Mil.
"A lined nanny florists encourage
crape palling-1n fact, live on it.
Tkey have booklets, klustrated with
presto/reel*, that tell all about the
various simians they make.
With
these booklets tne crape puller can
seliat *Teters in ein intelligible way.
"We sesservatives don't encourage
maps putilag. We consider It unseemig and insbeeereus in the first place,
sad ia the smead place, since the big
eamcolasioa comes not out of the
,pvelist it the lyrist, but off the order of tile parehaser, we consider it e
Yale Maissamt. But death is always
wait as. amorists must live. The new
gait of the orape pullers grows by
hundreds wilehlY-"

Gas and GaEoline
Engines
For All Purposes
to 3op horse power. Best, cheap»
cst and most economical.
Special attention to electric lighting plants.

HARRY E. WALLACE,
Pacrucan, Ky.

SOUTHERN,RAILWAY
AND

Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

A/190 to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway. Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Laud
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapplure
country of Western North Carolina,
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE offering a high altitude, bracing
ci mate, picturesque mountain scenery
Nebraska lameher Has Haiti
Ap:led splendid hotels.
paratue Put in Poor
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
Structure.
the Sky" booklet and other handNowadays you're likely to find a somely illustrated literature.
modern keeling plant in almost any
J. F. LOGAN% Tray, Pass. Agent,
army if the world, no matter how remote It may be, said a representative Lexington, Ky.
if • procatema heating appliance man- C. H.-HUNGERFORD, Dist, Pass.
ufactory.
Agent, Louisville, Ky,
Not so very long ago our company
was mkt! to make an estimate for
S. E. ALLEN, Met. Genl. Pass.,
patting in a modern eteam plant in a
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
sod house on a lonesome Nebraska
—t
reach I --ew the house, and while its
entertor was sot very prepossessing,
its isistier was most comfortably fit
bed asp and farniehed. It had six
rooms, I think, all of them liberal in
else, sod Attlee out in a modern way.
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money.
He
merely hadn't got around to building
• wood, stone or brick residence. His
sod house is located about 40 miles
from a railroad and in a lonesome
stretch'of prairie.

Have
Moved
to

Wonderful Improvement
Wife (retursed from church to bet
husband, who had stayed et home)—
You should have heard Dr. Doe's sermon this mernkig, my dear. I don't
know whet, anything has made suet:
a profound impression on me
1
think it will make a better woman ol
tie as hang as I live.
Husband—hid you walk home?
"Oh, no; I took R car, and, do yor
know, John, the cooductor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved s
nickel. Witen't I lucky I"--Chicago
Journal.

11
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

We handle all the finest and dinteat articles with the utmost care,
Pareknony in Church.
and make repairs that are absolutely
The picture Mr. Sidney Holland satifactory.
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously fleeter
lag, In the enure, of the familiar
hymn, that "were The whole realm of
nature kis, It were an offering far
too small," at the same time grop
lag in the recesses of his trousers
for the threepenny-bit which he knows
to be there.—Vanity Fair.
PHONE 72'2-a.

J. L WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.

Linguistic "Hellos."
The long-distance telephone system
in Berlin reaches distant capitals like
At. Petersburg, Vienna, Paris, Rome
and*Brirseels. The operators are mostly women who are proficient In the Sold at
languages of the principal countries
of urope. These highly trained and
Gray's Buffet,
well educated women are employed at
Palmer House Sir,
modest salaries.
L A. Lagoisar,no.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

LANGSTAFF-ORMAMANUF:ACTURING COMPANY
Flooring,Ceiling,

Yellow U Guns
Poplar
Pine

Finish
Lath

M B
Ash
Beech

R
E
a&

Maple
Walnut

Oak
Elm

GUM, BEECH 4NLOAK FLOORUG,'_END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
We:Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Bath Phones 26.
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RIVER RIPPLINGS.
+
POPULAR WANTS.
+
•:- +
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•+
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River Stages.
Cairo, 17.6 ,rising.
Chattanooga. 7.3, rising.
Cincinnati, 10.2, rising.
Evansville, ro.8, rising.
Florence, 3.7, rising.
Johnsonville, 6.d. falling.
Louisville, 7.9, risng.
Mt. Carmel 1.6, rising.
Nashville, 9.5, falling.
Pittsburg, 6.1. rising.
Davis Island Dam, 4.9, rising.
St. Louis, 13.7, rising.
Mt. Vernon—naissing.
Paducah, 8.3, rising.

WANTED—lailious people to take
Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broadway.

. A. W. Brand, of Mayfield,
friends the town yesterday.
Mirs. Frank Manta and Miss Bessie
pictures of the pleasant people you Lane, who have been visiting Miss
Smithland, have rehave met and the beautiful places Clara •Cloflon, iu
turned tome.
you have visited while on your vaS. H. Warren ,of Boaz, was in Paducah Friday looking after some
cation. We have them in stopk from
business.
Sic° to•$35.00.
11-1:. J. Moorman passed througth the
city last night en route to his home
The City of Saltillo left St. Louis
in Mlayfield from Clinton, where he yesterday, and will arrive here tohas been attending court.
morrow morning.
Quinn, the insurance man, has
J.
The Savannah mill come out of
returned front a visit to his daughter the Tennessee river today on her
in Detroit, Mich.
way to St. Louis.
Frank Johnson, of Sharp, Marshall
The Joe Fowler was the Evansville
county, was in the city Friday on packet yesterday.
BROADWAY. business.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville toAND
FOURTH
G. WI. Slatraalter. of Calloway night for this part.
i county, spent yesterday here.
a a a a• a. 4 , Mrs. Anthony. of Lexington, who
+
+ + + +
JUDGE PURYEAR'S GRIND.
•I has been visiting her sister, Mrs,
LOCAL NEWS TM BRINF4.; Mills, on Jefferson 'street, has re+
turned home after a pleasant visit of Two Peace Disturbers Heavily Fined
•+ + + + + + + +
+
several days.
Yesterday Morning.
—
lion. Tom Bulcolk, a prominent
lawyer of iClibton, war. in the city yes;edge Pbryear, of the city court,
—Too many of the business houses'
terday.
He formerly lived here and had a fairly large docket yesterday.
at
are without any kind of a -ligt
Spent much of the day looking over The cases, were as follows:
nights. The burglar finds safest pickold
'haunts.
Frank Holloway, daunk and disoring in dal( houses.
W. V. Eatop was down town yes- derly; mulcted for ;too and ten days
—The Illinois Central Railroad hosterday after several days of confine- in jail. He played "Indian" on the
pital board held a meeting yesterday!
ment by femil'
streets early yesterday morning and
There was nothing other than rouClem J. Whittmore, of Frankfort, also destroyed solve of the lamps
tine business transacted Some conis in the city.
placed on the street obstructions.
templated work towards enlarigng the
Hon. John K. Hendrick has reTom Carter, breach of the peace; asbuilding was not settled.
turned front a business trip to Smith- seased aso and costs.
oras-year-old
—Ethel Jones, a
land.
C. D. Fitzpatrick and Henry Arena
phan girl, was yesterday sentenced by
George Allen Reeves, Jr., grandson were charged with racing their autos
years
County Judge Lightfoot to three
of Mira. Ia. G. Parks, on Jefferson
in the reform school at Lexington street, is visiting Mrs. Parks for a few on the streets. The former was feed
lao and Oosts, but the latter was disShe is not only an orphan, but also days
missad. there being doubt as to•his
'an incorrigible. Mr. Joe Collins was
S. 'R. Douthita of Mlayfield, was idenaty.
named to take the girl to the home.
here yesterday.
Several cases were continued until
and Ms. R. N. Scott spent other cessions.
An Inquest Held.
several days at the camp meeting at
The sudden death of Elmore Prince. Hampton this week
Carney 'Rutter has returned from
the 13-year-old son of William Bruce,
Strithland.
who lived in this county near Florence
Green at Dale and wife, of Maxon
Station, was made the occasion of an
Station;
la P. Dale and family, of
inquest by Coroner Frank Ealeer. It
Ponder.
Tex.,
are visiting their parents
that
the
lad
had
eaten
was discovered
Colonel and Mrs.
grandparents.
and
too heavily of watermelons, and,
Dale,
at
the
New Richmond
Bud
congescider,
chinking too freely of
House.
tion of the stomach resulted, the boy
alas Mamie McTyre is visiting Geo.
died in agony. A verdict accordingly
Rogers at Smithland.
P.
v as returned.
Miss Alice Strong. of Cairo, is visiting friends in this city.
Will Move to Califs:reit.
Nara Flora Glauber, of this city,
Mr. Charles It. Hart has deoidid to as the guest of Mrs. Jas. H. Galligan.
Fancy Bananas per doz.
toc
move from Paducah to Los Angeles in Cairo.
He has therefore resigned alit Mace
Miss IA* Reed is visiting Miss Nell Old Time N. 0. Molasses, per gal 55c
jelly Glasses, per doz.
15C
of president of the Central Labor Palmer in Benton.
tor
Union and has been socce'edled by L.
Howard Gilliam. of Hattiesburg Fancy Red Salmon, per can
B. Langston, the preset* vice presi- Was., in the city visiting his sister, 3 bottles Catsup for
25c
dent.
6 bars Octagon Soap for
Mira. L. A'. Albritton.
15C
Mr. Hart will go to Los. Angeles
Mrs. R. J. Settle is visiting in Hop- 6 bars White Floating Soap for . 25C
to join his parents, who reside there. kinsville, the guest of Mrs. J. /Vier 1 pkgs. Macaroni for
I5C
He has many friends here who will Clark.
Eagle Condensed Milk, per can
15c
regret his deastaire from among us.
Misses Luta and Essie Tioutaitt. of 3 cans Fancy Kraut for
25C
Miayfiekl, returned home yesterday Puffed Rice. per pkg.
IOC
after sisiting the Misses Beyers it 2 pkgs. Force for
Accidentally Shot.
25C
431 Monroe street
a pkgs. White Line Wash Powder .5c
Irian Parka. colored, was accidentMks. J. L Grayot, of Princeton. is Campbells' Salad Dressing, per
the
at
ally shot by another darky
visiting ?vars. J. H. Hendrick at Rog
bottle.
5C
gt..f.1•.•••••-(1q yesterday. The men were
Broadway.
3 pkgs. Jello for
aae
crarelessly haturing a pistol. The
Miss LAtcy James, of south Tenth
lbs. Soda Crackers for
25c
discharged ball struck Parks in the street will leave tomorrow for Ben3 pkgs. Nabascc Wafers for
25C
just
neck but, luckily for him, only
ton, Ill.
3 pkgs. Graham Wafers for
25C
cut the skin. Dr. R. T. Hall dressed
Miss May Hill. of Louisville. is the 3 pkgs. Vanilla Wafers for
25C
file wound Parks receiva.
guest of Dr. Ia F. Hugg. at Twelah 2 pkgs. Saratoga Wafers for
and Monroe streets.
Fancy Mixed Crackers, per lb
15e
Dr. Melton, of Sioux Tribe No. 70. The Famous White
Dove Flour,
of • Lousyiille. and president of the
6;c
Ketrtuckly Red Men's paper in that Patent Flour, per
sack
city, was a guest of Otego Tribe No Pall flaunt Flpur,
per sack
ao, in this city, Past night.
Gerrian Sweet Chocolate, per lb 25c
Misses Margret Blackman, of Ev-t
..The hest quality and the biggest air/vine, and Clara Clopton, of Smith- I
1:stull, are visiting Mrs. Frank Mantz.
valve offered in Paducah.
Mr. H. Ml. Bosworta. of Lexington
C3nctidnrc for state auditor at the demTelephone 175 and let vs send you ocratic primary, was in the city yestera tiro••••••1•••
aad each day mingling with the voters.
Thomas P.'Jeffreys, of Morganfield,!
roll is big as your bead.
visiting in the city.
W. Harrison. of Fulton, spent
J.
..We are sole agents for the
-Frality in Padtwah.
J. C. Reynolds, of Brooliport, Ill.,
"GREATER SEW YORK" brand.
wile in Paducah Friday on bovine's,.
Miss Eaa Smith, of Mobile, Ala..
1
will arrive this evening to become the
guest of the Misses Weikert for some
days
Colonel Sam toil ,of Bardwell, who
was en route home from a sojourn a,
Incorporated.
Dawson, spent yesterday in Paducah. Many friends here were glad to
DRUGGISTS.
meet him.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Henderson have
Fifth and Broadway.
'In-moved from rulton to this city to
Night Bell at,. Side Door.
vesicle.
To exhibit to your

McPherson's
Drug Store.

Englert
Bryant's
SDecials

Greater New York
Toilet Parer

WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied. unmarried men between
ages of as and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an temperate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information apply to Recruiting Officer, New Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.

We are offering a so year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement,for
A Seth Thomas $13.00 Mantel Clock fer
Koger's 1847 Knives and Foriai, a set,
1345
Illenuine Ratters' Teaspoons, a set,
.78
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set
61.50
Our entire tine of Cut Glass at 30 per sent of of regular price.
dhur Hand Painted China, fete as any line in the city, at 50 per cent.
ell regular pia**—you must see this line to estireate fully the bargiana we
are mitering.
A special refluction en every article in our store for to days Only—
s
7 far oasis—
Our repairs must give you sans faction.
417011 tested free.

Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 DROADWAY. GIMP HAWS

FOR SALE—Vacant lot Thirteenth
to Fourteenth north side Harrison
street; reasonable.
Inquire
Dr.
Blyth, second floor Fraternity building.
FOR SALE—A modern home, 6
room& and bath; elegant interior; 411
the latest improvements, furnace, heat,
etc. Apply on premises. 4111 North
Fifth street.

Sabscribe For The Register
Abram L. Well Se Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell Block.
aloe Phone 369.

-

Residence Phone 726

EMMEN!.

J. W. HUGHES

FOR RENT—Front room, w•th
board. 421 South Sixth. street. Old
phone 1342.
WANTED—An experienced
delivery boy for our Tea, Coffee and
Grocery business. J. R. Lane, Mgr.
The Great Southern Tea and Coffee,
113 South Second.

MA STAND.

a. A. IIMINUTZE.A., JEW ELER AND OPTrCIAN.
11 Years Dimes-knee.

WANTED—Good cock White or
colored; good wages. Apply 200
North Fifth street

FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third street
New phone gooA.

438 South Second

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,

FOR RENT—Down stairs room
and board. Mrs. Rook, 433 Clark
street; Old 'phone 317.

FOR SALE—Twelve-room residence on North Seventh street, with
all modern conveniences; price reasonable and easy payments. Address
R., this office.

TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE

Special Ten Day's Sale

+

You Can Have Two 4. PERSONAL NOTHS.
Vacations instead 1+ lt lt lt lt 4- a lt 4- Sa 4. lt
of Paris, is
aliss Looney
of One if you take visiting
in the ei:y.
T. J. Malone, of Cairo, was here
Friday visiting friends.
a KODAK
wasan

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish

it77r.Yi.r

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
RESIDENCE PHONE 3sra

LOST DIAMOND RING FOUND. ORM= PHONIC 4114-a
Picked Up on Street and Owner Advised of Fact

The mysteriously missing diamond
ring mentioned in the Register a few
days awn was found and will be returned to the owner. The ring belonged to Mrs. Millie Davis, and it,
and another had been left at a jeweler's to be cleaned. Mrs. Davis sent
her colored house boy after the rings
and they were delivered to him incased in a small bot
tile /jeweler.
When the box was delivered to Mrs.
Davis and opened one ring was missing. Inquiries followed and there
was no clear solution. Yesterday it
came out that Dibb Curd, an envloye
of the Clark laundry, on lower Broadway, had found a ring on the pavement in front of the Columbia confectionery, and it had been identified
by the jeweler who had cleaned it as
the missing one. Mrs. Davis, who is
at Ceruhan Springs, has been notified
o: the finn by Curd.
The finding of the ring solves the
mystery of its disappearance, but how
it came to be lost from the box in
which both rings hut been carefully
placed is still a question.

We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
siy. Horse Pewsr Motor.
t 6 Herne Pewer Mese
s to Home Tearer Motor.
1 MI Light Rpertare.

h

Dr. 'Reynolds has moved from ha
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the Omtnaranhera on South S:xth near
Broadway.

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
I 2I - I 23

Nor la Fourth Street.

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH:UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110.

203, 206 S. Tnird

BUY

TRADEWATER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy
!

-

R. W. W ILKER CO.,

LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS

Let us call and book yaw: order for next winter.

West Kentucky Coal Co.

Office'Second and Ohio.

Netigvowated.

'

Both T eleph•nes254.

